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INSIDE CURRENTS
    APSEA - 3-4        

ACC Senior Services - 5
Feb. 1 - Lunar New Year (Tiger)

Continued on page 2

AAPI hate prompts government apologies 

Antioch Mayor Thorpe stands in the basement of Reign Salon, which has a sealed-off 
underground tunnel entrance.  The tunnels were used by Chinese who were forbidden 
by law from going out after sundown.   Photo Credit: Los Angeles Times

 The rise of AAPI hate during the 
COVID-19 pandemic has motivated several 
municipalities to reconcile with their 
predecessors’ role in supporting racial violence 
against AAPIs.  Their examination of history is 
the platform from which they are denouncing 
current day AAPI hate. The national reckoning of 
racial injustice against Blacks, fueled by the Black 
Lives Matter movement and George Floyd’s 2020 
murder, is also the foundation for analyzing AAPI 
racial violence today. 

  The first city to pass a resolution 
apologizing for government involvement and 
support for 19th century AAPI hate was Antioch. 
Currents is reprinting both Antioch and San 
Jose’s resolutions in their entirety so that these 
well crafted texts are widely available.    

Antioch was first
 Antioch is the first city in the US to 
officially apologize for its historic mistreatment 
of Chinese people.  On May 18, 2021 the Antioch 
City Council unanimously passed its resolution.  
Antioch Mayor Lamar Thorpe Thorpe said “This 
is no small thing that we’re doing here today.”

 Thorpe announced the plan at an April 
14th press conference referring to a recent 
violent attack and robbery of two older Asian 
women at the local County Square Market, the 
city’s only Asian grocery store.  Thorpe said 
that the city must make amends with its past 
and never ignore or normalize such behavior.  
Thorpe’s announcement was made at Waldie 
Plaza, the site of the former Chinatown at 1st 
and 2nd Streets that was burned by a mob in 
1876.  

 Thorpe signed a proclamation 
condemning hate against Asians and Pacific 
Islanders and presented it to Contra Costa 
County’s only AAPI elected official, Andy Li, 

president of the Contra Costa Community 
College District.  “We’re in the middle of a 
national awakening that has been spun out of 
anti-Asian American and Pacific Islander hate,” 
Thorpe said. “Every day, it seems like all of us are 
witnesses to some of the most jarring headlines 
on social media and local and national television 
news outlets and the newspapers.”     

 After gold was discovered in California 
in 1848, people came from all over the world, 
including Chinese immigrants who worked in 
mines and later built railroads and levees. By 
1870, there were about 63,000 Chinese in the 
United States with 77 percent of them residing 
in California. Today, few traces of Antioch’s old 
Chinatown remain — some tunnel entrances 
such as the one in Reign Salon on Second St 
and wood pilings in the San Joaquin River that 
were the foundations of houses.  Antioch’s 
Chinatown once had storefronts selling noodles, 
herbal medicine and laundry services.  “Today 
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Antioch was first
Continued from Front Page
the remaining houses have been removed and 
Antioch is now free from this degraded class,” 
the Los Angeles Evening Express wrote on May 
2, 1876.

 Antioch was known as a “sundown 
town,” where Chinese immigrants (Blacks and 
others) were barred from streets at night and 
feared retribution if they did venture out; hence, 
the Chinese built tunnels through which to 
travel between buildings after sunset. In May 
1876, Antioch’s Chinatown was burned to the 
ground as white residents told the Chinese to 
leave.  According to contemporary newspaper 
accounts, Antioch residents were angry that 
some men had contracted a disease from 
Chinese prostitutes.  The Sacramento Bee 
reported: “The Caucasian torch lighted the way 
of the heathen out of the wilderness.” “Antioch 
has now no Chinese or Chinatown.”  The San 
Francisco Chronicle wrote: “The actions of 
the citizens of this place will, without doubt, 
meet with the hearty approval of every man, 
woman and child on the Pacific coast.”  The Los 
Angeles Evening Express confirmed: “Today 
the remaining houses have been removed and 
Antioch is now free from this degraded class.”  
It is this racial hostility that swept the country 
which led to the Congress passing its 1882 
Chinese Exclusion Act banning the entry of 
Chinese laborers into the US (until China made 
demands during WWII on the US government.)

 Now, 145 years later, Antioch has 
expressed sorrow, both to the memory of 
the immigrants and their descendants. The 
resolution says: “An apology for dehumanization 
and injustices cannot erase the past, but 
admission of the wrongs committed can 
speed racial healing and reconciliation and 
help confront the ghosts of the past.” The 
council plans to create a Chinatown Historic 
District and fund murals and museum exhibits 
commemorating the city’s Asian history.   C.C. 
and Regina Yin, Solano County philanthropists, 
founders of Asian Pacific Islander American 
Public Affairs Assn and owners of local 
McDonalds franchises, have donated $10,000 
towards the establishment of a historic district.

 Antioch now has a population of over 
110,000 with 33% Latino, 28% white, 22% Black, 
and 12% AAPI.  Antioch is 45 miles east of San 
Francisco. 

RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ANTIOCH APOLOGIZING TO EARLY 
CHINESE IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS FOR ACTS OF FUNDAMENTAL 
INJUSTICE, SEEKING FORGIVENESS AND COMMITTING TO RECTIFICATION OF PAST 
MISDEEDS

WHEREAS, on January 24, 1848, gold was discovered in Alta California, Mex and by 1849, people 
were coming to the region from all over the world to look for gold;

WHEREAS, the Gold Rush caused a huge increase in the population by migrants from the eastern 
United States and other parts of the world including China;

WHEREAS, between 1849 and 1853 about 24,000 young Chinese men immigrated to Alta California, 
Mex (which in 1850 became the United States, State of California) and by 1870 there were an 
estimated 63,000 Chinese in the United States, 77% of whom resided in California;

WHEREAS, many Chinese immigrants were met with racism, scapegoating and anti-Chinese 
sentiment also known as Xenophobia, which was at its highest between 1850 and 1870;

WHEREAS, Antioch in its early years was not exempt from Xenophobia;

WHEREAS, this period in Antioch’s history, like in most of America, is now known as the “The Driving 
Out” with forced removals of Chinese immigrants;

WHEREAS, during “The Driving Out” period, Antioch officially became a “Sundown Town”  when it 
banned Chinese residents from walking city streets after sunset;

WHEREAS, in order to get from their jobs to their homes each evening, these Chinese residents built 
a series of tunnels connecting the business district to where I Street met the waterfront;

WHEREAS, in 1876 Chinese residents were told by white mobs that they had until 3 p.m. to leave 
Antioch”” no exceptions;

WHEREAS, after Chinese residents were forced out, Chinatown was burned to the ground and 
Antioch made headline news: “The Caucasian torch,” wrote the Sacramento Bee, “lighted the way 
of the heathen out of the wilderness,”  and “The actions of the citizens of this place will, without 
doubt, meet with the hearty approval of every man, woman and child on the Pacific coast” wrote 
the San Francisco Chronicle;

WHEREAS, Antioch’s early period helped negatively contribute to the Nation’s xenophobic discourse, 
which led to legal discrimination in public policy with the establishment of the Chinese Exclusion 
Act;

WHEREAS, the system of “The Driving Out” and the visceral racism against persons of Chinese 
descent upon which it depended became entrenched in the City’s, the State’s and the Nation’s social 
fabric;

WHEREAS, the story of Chinese immigrants and the dehumanizing atrocities committed against 
them should not be purged from or minimized in the telling of Antioch’s history;

WHEREAS, the City of Antioch must acknowledge that the legacy of early Chinese immigrants and 
Xenophobia are part of our collective consciousness that helps contribute to the current anti-Asian 
American and Pacific Islander hate;

WHEREAS, a genuine apology and seeking forgiveness are an important and necessary first step in 
the process of racial reconciliation;

WHEREAS, an apology for dehumanization and injustices cannot erase the past, but admission of 
the wrongs committed can speed racial healing and reconciliation and help confront the ghosts of 
the City’s past; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Antioch:

1) Apologizes to all early Chinese immigrants and their descendants who came to Antioch and were 
unwelcome;

2) Seeks forgiveness for acts of fundamental injustice, terror, cruelty, and brutality; and

3) Expresses its commitment to rectify the lingering consequences of the misdeeds committed 
against early Chinese immigrant under, before and during “The Driving Out.” 

Protect the community - Get vaccinated, 
go in for a booster, wear your masks!
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Member Spotlight - 
Barbara Lee
 The Asian Pacific State Employees 
Association’s (APSEA) success as a nonprofit 
organization is contributed to the dedicated 
volunteers that run the organization whether 
serving on the APSEA Board or working 
behind the scenes on various committees 
and projects. We would like to spotlight an 
outstanding volunteer and longtime member 
Barbara Lee. 
 Barbara joined APSEA in the mid-1970’s 
shortly after when APSEA was organized. She 
heard through the grapevine that there was a 
large membership drive going on and ended up 
attending the recruitment meeting. She thought 
that being Asian and a woman, APSEA would be 
a good organization to join to learn about equal 
employment opportunities and to network. 
 During her involvement with APSEA, she 
provided support behind the scenes, such as 
helping assist with various career development 
training symposiums. After Barbara retired 
from State service, she volunteered to be 
on the Membership Committee handling 
statewide membership. Barbara maintained 
APSEA’s statewide membership records and 
processed membership applications for over 20 
years. More recently, she has successfully fully 
trained others to handle the membership and 
stayed in touch to ensure a smooth transition.  
 Barbara is passionate about APSEA and 
happy to see that the younger generation is 
keeping APSEA’s mission alive to ensure equal 
opportunity and to advance the careers of 
APSEA members. 
 Barbara enjoys spending time with her 
family and gardening. 
 Thank you, Barbara, for your years of 
service to APSEA.

More from APSEA on Page 4

 We here at APSEA would like to give a big 
thank you for those that joined us for the 2021 
APSEA Holiday Mixer via Zoom.

 Even though we could not gather in 
person like we usually do, we are grateful for 
your virtual attendance and look forward to an 
exciting 2022, where we believe that we can 
truly come together in the same room again. 
The past few months have one thing that is very 
clear: human connections matter. The bonds and 
relationships that we establish matter, whether 
we meet face to face or camera to camera. 

 We would like to thank our keynote 
speaker, Senator Richard Pan, for kicking off 
the event and providing encouraging words of 
support to the Asian Community and what the 
community has endured during the last two 
years of the pandemic.

 From there, we had a wonderful time 
acknowledging our members that came in with 
the holiday spirit of wearing a sweater. Whether 
the sweater was ugly, cute, or bright, it was in 
the spirit of celebrating all that is festive that 
made us come together that night.

 We were then greeted by the first 
Hmong and Asian Councilwoman of the City of 
Sacramento, Mai Vang, who discussed about 
working hard with the Asian and Pacific Islander 
communities to get the resources that they 
need to combat the issues that are currently 
impacting our communities.

 Longtime APSEA supporter and retired 
Second Vice President of the Sacramento City 
Unified School District, Darrel Woo, wished 
everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 
Year.

 Another longtime APSEA supporter, 
Stephanie Tom, daughter of Maeley Tom, who 
is Chief Consultant for the Asian American 
and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Legislative Caucus, 
talked about the bravery of those in the Asian 
Community who have stepped up and speak out 
for the community.

 Earlier this year, APSEA hosted a 
Women’s History Month essay contest, and 
one of the winners, Timothy Liu, provided us a 
recording of him playing a song on his guitar for 
the attendees. Thirteen-year-old Timothy is the 
grandson of longtime APSEA Member Jennie 
Fong and everyone can read his winning essay 
on the APSEA website.

 The audience were then treated 
to a video showing the 2021 APSEA 
accomplishments.

 CalPERS Board President Henry Jones 
spoke about promoting diversity and inclusion 
by recognizing equity and that it takes a 
collaborative effort and being opened minded to 
ideas to help solve the challenges that we face. 

 Incoming CalPERS Board Member Jose 
Luis Pacheco explained the importance of the 
pension and how it has affected the various 
aspects on our lives.

Asian Pacific State Employee Association (APSEA)

APSEA Holiday Mixer 2021

 From My Sister’s House, Nilda Valmores 
announced that they have selected an APSEA 
member as their Hero of Hope of 2022. My 
Sister’s House will make an announcement on 
April 2, 2022 during their community concert 
and will have a celebration at their gala on May 
14, 2022. 

 An exciting game of Holiday TV 
and Movie Trivia was played by those that 
participated and was a close match between all 
the participants. 

 California Attorney General Rob Bonta 
was unable to attend the event live; however, 
he was able to provide us a video recording 
thanking everyone at the event for all that we 
have done for the people of California and that 
we are the ones that keep California running. 

 APSEA Senior Advisors raised awareness 
for the upcoming Equal Employment 
Opportunity (EEO) Conference/Symposium 
events and thanked those that are currently 
APSEA members and to spread the word to 
others about being a member of APSEA.

 A longtime member and Senior Advisor, 
Oliver Chu, performed a Christmas related Carol 
on the piano that was recorded specifically for 
everyone at the event.

 APSEA First Vice President, Jean Cooper, 
closed the night thanking everyone that was 
able to attend and make time for this APSEA 
event.

 From all of us here on the APSEA Board, 
we wish everyone Happy Holidays and have a 
Happy New Year.
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Feedback from the 
Editor: 
 In the October 2021 edition, the “Current 
Faces, New Places” column included the arrests 
of Dao Xiong and Shaneel Lal for local catalytic 
converter thefts.  A reader felt that this news was 
particularly demeaning and disrespectful to the 
Hmong community and distracted from Hmong 
community pride and achievements. 

 Currents strives to cover local and national 
issues and events affecting AAPI communities.  We 
provide news and facts so that readers can reflect 
from different perspectives on current events, make 
informed decisions, participate in constructive 
conversations and whenever possible take action.   
News is not just “good” news, but the entirety of 
information whether it is good, bad or very ugly 
without filters.  

 Our AAPI communities are diverse and not 
perfect.  While we could focus only on achievements 
and positives, being blind to negative behavior or 
criminal acts would handicap our ability to accurately 
access situations and allocate energy and resources.  
We need to recognize all aspects of society, including 
weaknesses and failures, in the real world happening 
around us.   AAPIs are sometimes victims, but it 
is real that AAPIs commit crimes abusing society 
and harming others within and outside the AAPI 
community.  Recognizing that there are criminals 
in our midst is as important as acknowledging our 
community heroes.   

 Over the years, Currents has included 
information about AAPI arrests.  In June 2020, 
Currents reported the arrest of two AAPI males 
for trafficking and money laundering through 
their 8 massage parlors in Shasta, Tehama and 
Butte counties and their victims were mostly AAPI 
women.  The October 2021 edition had an article 
about Oklahoma AAPI marijuana growers exploiting 
unemployed and often undocumented non English 
speaking AAPI immigrant workers.  The arrest 
of Xiong and Lal was newsworthy because the 
catalytic converter thefts have affected many victims 
throughout northern California.   

 There is no intention to racially stereotype or 
harm the reputations of specific communities when 
reporting of AAPI crimes; no one AAPI community 
has been targeted.  While it feels good to shine 
the spotlights on AAPI community achievement, 
it is not accurate to ignore AAPI criminal behavior.  
Our community needs to be informed and aware 
of everyone in our society.  Broad and accurate 
knowledge makes us stronger.  

 We want Currents readers to be smart 
contributing members of society.  It is counter-
productive to narrow one’s focus only on the 
shiny facets of AAPI achievement and pleasant 
news.  Good citizens need to have the big picture 
of society and their individual roles, and then take 
action as fully engaged well informed citizens - to 
vote, to report crimes, to be good Samaritans and 
whistleblowers not allowing injustices or corruption 
to continue without debate or intervention.   

 Society needs to improve opportunities for 
everyone and this means acknowledging those who 
need rehabilitation and maybe punishment.    As a 
community we need to be alert to these situations 
and do something about it. If it takes snitching 
off relatives or neighbors to protect others who 
are vulnerable, then we need to encourage that.  
Currents’ goal is to empower “bystanders” to not 
be comfortable standing on the sidelines and not 

ignore and/or hope the bad happening right in front 
of them will stop in due course.  We want you, our 
Currents readers, to take the brave step forward to 
intervene or summon help.

 Other than Currents’ sponsored pages, the 
responsibility for content falls on this editor.  I hope 
that this helps to explain why Currents reports of 
crimes committed by AAPIs.  Thank you for your 
input. 

Pattie Fong, editor

PS: On December 3rd, the Davis Police arrested 
two Sacramento men - Daniel Hernandez and Rudy 
Hernandez - for stealing a catalytic converter at 5am 
in a South Davis neighborhood.  When they were 
aware that the police had been called, they left the 
detached catalytic converter behind.  

 Our Career Development Program (CDP) committee wrapped up the year by delivering nine 
(9) unique Lunch & Learn webinars. The mission of CDP is to provide a solid and steady platform for 
our members to further enhance their skills and abilities for career advancement. These monthly 
training webinars are carried out throughout the year and each session allows us to hear the strong 
guiding voice of admirable leaders in State service and in our community. 
 
 APSEA partners with ACSED (Association of California State Employees with Disabilities) and 
the Department of Rehabilitation (DOR) to present these workshops. As a benefit, members of both 
organizations including DOR employees may attend any of the Lunch & Learn sessions at no cost. 
Non-members pay a registration fee to attend. 
 
 Take a look at this year’s wide-ranging CDP topics, and the inspiring voices delivering these 
messages. We encourage you to always take advantage of your APSEA benefit by attending future 
Lunch & Learn webinars.  This is also a great way to motivate your colleagues and friends to learn 
more about APSEA and join our organization. 

Month Speaker Title Topic
January Joe Xavier Director, Department of 

Rehabilitation
Promoting Diversity and Inclusion in 
the CA State Workforce: Update on 
the Governor’s Diversity Taskforce

February Russ Nichols Chief Information Officer, 
Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation

Increasing Effectiveness & 
Efficiencies During & Post COVID-19

March Betty Yee State Controller Promoting a Diverse Future for State 
Government Leadership

April Cathy Cleek Former CIO, Retired from
Franchise Tax Board (FTB)

Leadership Tips Learned from Travel

May Rodney 
Smith

Director, Application 
Development Bureau
Department of Justice

Achieving Your Goals: How to 
Develop a Winning Strategy

June Andi 
Mudryk

Chief Deputy Director, 
Department of Rehabilitation

LGBTQ+ Pride and Disability 
Employment, Independence, and 
Equality

September Kathleen 
Webb

Chief Deputy Director, 
Department of Motor Vehicles

Transformative Leadership through 
the Power of Why

October Dr. 
Catherine 
Campisi

Director, Department of 
Rehabilitation (DOR) – Retired
 
Board Member of the 
Association of California State 
Employees with Disabilities 
(ACSED)

National Disability Employment 
Awareness Month (NDEAM)
 
Enhance Your Leadership of an 
Inclusive Workforce: Understanding 
Disability as Part of Diversity

November Amy Tong Director & CIO, Department of 
Technology

Why Having a Vision is Important to 
Career Advancement

 
 Our January CDP will feature one of the most influential figures in the Asian community and 
in California’s political environment - Maeley Tom. As the former Chief Administrative Officer for 
the California State Assembly and having served at the State Personal Board and the CalPERS Board,  
she will share with us the ups and downs of her journey to break the glass ceiling.  Register for the 
January 12, Tuesday Lunch & Learn and be inspired as we carve our own path to shattering the 
proverbial glass ceiling we encounter in the workplace.

APSEA
Continued from page 3

Read Currents online at 
www.apsea.org -- CLICK ON 
“Community Engagement”
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ONLINE CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS 
Maryellen Burns is the author of Lost 
Restaurants of Sacramento and Their Recipes, 
Whip Up a Cookbook, A Taste of History, and 
other books on regional food and cultural 
history. She serves on the boards of the Sacra-
mento River Delta Historical Society, Culinary 
Historians of Northern California, Conference 

Islander Heritage Advisory Committee and belongs to food as-
sociations around the world.  Join Maryellen for:

CITY OF IMMIGRANTS, THEIR IMPACT ON FOOD 
CULTURE IN SACRAMENTO
Mar 21, Monday, 2:00 - 3:00p

THE CHINESE CONTRIBUTION  IN NORTHERN 
CALIFORNIA’S WINE INDUSTRY
Apr 14, Thursday, 3:00 - 4:00p

Julie Interrante, MA, is an end-of-life
educator and former hospital chaplain.  She 
is the author of The Power of a Broken-Open 
Heart, which brings comfort, wisdom, and 
meaning to caregivers and their loved ones in 
their last stage of life. Julie conducts individual 
and group counseling and workshops and 
training for healthcare and hospice professionals. Join Julie for:

CONVERSATIONS IN DYING
Feb 23, Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:00p
Having language and heart for saying goodbye to ones we love is 
of paramount importance for many reasons. Julie Interrante will 
speak about what to expect with hospice and the language to use 
when communicating goodbye to your loved ones. 

CREATING MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES WHEN TIME  
IS LIMITED
Mar 2, Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:00p
In this session, Julie will explore living fully and creatively with 
illness, even when there may be much uncertainty for the future. 

to create meaningful memories and life stories. 

WALKING A LOVED ONE HOME
Mar 9, Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:00p 
Julie Interrante will explain what dying looks and feels like. It is 
important to know what to expect and understand that our feel-
ings are normal, including fear, acceptance, and letting go. She 
will teach how one may stay present for ourselves and our loved 
one. 

WILLS AND TRUSTS 101
Instructor: Alyssa Chow, Attorney-at-Law
Jan 19, Wednesday, 4:00 - 5:00p

TALES FROM A PROFESSIONAL 
FIDUCIARY
Instructors: Alyssa Chow, Attorney-at-
Law and Shannon Downs, Private Professional Fiduciary
Feb 2, Wednesday, 4:00 - 5:00p

LIVING HEALTHIER AND LONGER WITH PLANT 
BASED EATING
Robin Withrow-Wong, MS, RDN  
Mar 1, Mar 8, Mar 15, Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:00pm
This three-session series teaches the basics of plant based nutri-
tion and how incorporating more whole foods into your lifestyle 
can lead to better health and less diet related disease. Victor and 
Sherri Yee will join Robin on March 8 to talk about their journey to 
plant based eating and will cook a special dish. 

ACC HISTORY 
PROJECT: FROM ONE 
BECAME MANY
Feb 21, Monday, 2:00 - 
3:00p 
Moderator: May O. Lee
During the 1970s and 

a Summer Youth Training that later evolved to employment and 
training programs under Asian Resources, Inc. ACC also assisted 

Join May O. Lee and her panelist as they uncover ACC’s hidden 
contributions to the Sacramento community. 

PAPAYA SALAD TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS  
AND FAMILY
Instructor: Sou Saelee
Jan 27, Thursday, 1:00 - 2:00p

JOONG-MAKING BOOT CAMP
Instructor: Lana Fong Chong 
Feb 16, Wednesday, 12:00 - 1:00p

Back by popular demand, Lana is back at ACC to teach us how to 
wrap joong. Receive step-by-step instructions to place and fold 
gigantic bamboo leaves into a wooden mold and place the rice 

KOREAN BBQ AT HOME 
Instructor: Soojin Yoo
Apr 21, Wednesday, 12:00 - 
1:00p
Grilling season begins soon, and 
Soojin will show how to prepare 
and enjoy two popular Korean 
BBQs, Galbi (marinated beef 
short ribs) and Samgyeopsal 
(pork belly) paired with fresh vegetables, dipping sauce, and side 
dishes.

AARP DOWNSIZE & DECLUTTER HYBRID

Mar 10, Thursday, 2:00 - 3:00p
Having too much stuff can impede people from relocating or 
getting health care assistance into their homes. This engaging 

and decluttering. Learn how to get started! 

ALREADY TOAST: 
CAREGIVING AND BURNOUT 
IN AMERICA
Feb 1, Tuesday, 4:00 - 5:00p

Kate Washington about her struggle 
to care for her seriously ill husband. 
Kate’s book, Already Toast, takes a 
grim look at the role unpaid family 
caregivers play in a society that fails 
to provide them with structural 
support. Publishers Weekly called it 

Center.

POWERFUL TOOLS FOR CAREGIVERS
Class Leaders: Soojin Yoo and Kim Fujiwara
Feb 17-Mar 24, Thursdays, 10:00-11:30a
This award-winning, evidence-based education program helps 
caregivers take better care of themselves while caring for their 
loved ones. 

CONVERSATIONS WITH SACRAMENTO’S  
TRAILBAZING POLITICAL WOMEN
Mar 23, Wednesday, 3:00 - 4:00p
We Can Do This! takes a deep dive 

who shaped Sacramento from 1972 
to 2014.  Author Christine Hunter 
will share behind-the-scenes stories 
about Mayor Ann Rudin, Mayor 
Heather Fargo, Supervisor Illa Collin 
and more. Her new book offers a 
lively look into the challenges, moti-
vations, and achievements of unique 
women who made an impact on all 
Sacramentans. 

YOGA BODHISATTVA
Instructor: Joaquin Ngarangad
Jan 03 – 10 / Jan 24 – Feb 14 / Feb 28 – Mar 28
Mondays, 11:00a-12:00p

ZUMBA GOLD
Instructor: Linda Taylor
Jan 04 - Mar 29, Tuesdays, 12:00-1:00p

MUSIC & MOTION
Instructor: Rowena Alberto
Jan 06 – Mar 31, Thursdays, 11:00-12:00p

TAI CHI FOR THOSE W/ LIMITED MOBILITY
Instructor: Robert Nakashima
Jan 07 – Mar 25
Fridays, 11:00a-12:00p

SELF-MYOFASCIA RELEASE FOAM ROLLING 
Instructor: Shirley Stassi, 

Professional
Mar 28, Monday, 2:00 - 3:00p
Self-Myofascial Release (SMR) 
is an excellent way to improve 

your muscles. SMR will reduce 
muscle pain and inhibit 

-
cial Professional and will teach how this pressure technique 
may release trigger points to improve better function and body 
mechanics. 

SIGN UP FOR THESE ONLINE SESSIONS AT:

accsv.org/online
OR CALL ACC AT (916) 503-5807

ACC Currents Article - December 2021.indd   1 12/20/21   9:57 AM
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Continued on page 7

San Jose apologizes for 19th century AAPI hate
 On September 28th, the San Jose City Council approved a resolution to apologize to Chinese immigrants and their descendants for the role 
the city played in “systemic and institutional racism, xenophobia, and discrimination.”  San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo presented the apology to Gerrye 
Wong, Connie Young Yu and others on September 29th in the Circle of Palms Plaza (near the former Fairmont Hotel in downtown San Jose) where one 
of the destroyed Chinatowns once existed. San Jose had five different Chinatowns all knocked down in different ways, the last of which was closed in 
1931.   In 1987 the city installed a plaque at that site to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the fire which burnt down that Chinatown.  

A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SAN JOSE APOLOGIZING TO CHINESE IMMIGRANTS 
AND THEIR DESCENDANTS FOR ACTS OF FUNDAMENTAL INJUSTICE AND DISCRIMINATION, SEEKING 
FORGIVENESS AND COMMITTING TO THE RECTIFICATION OF PAST POLICIES AND MISDEEDS 
WHEREAS, between 1849 and 1853 about 24,000 young Chinese men immigrated to California and by 1870 there were an estimated 63,000 Chinese in 
the United States, 77% of whom resided in California; and 

WHEREAS, Chinese immigrants were the primary workforce in developing Santa Clara County as the “fruit bowl of America” and San José was home to 
five Chinatowns including the first Market Street Chinatown (1866-1870), the Vine Street Chinatown (1870-1872), the Second Market Street Chinatown 
(1872-1887), the Woolen Mills Chinatown (1887-1902), and Heinlenville (1887-1931); and 

WHEREAS, San José was a center of agriculture, and Chinese immigrants were critical to the economy, industry and progress of Santa Clara Country 
including in manufacturing and heavy construction, notably as workers on the San José Railroad and Santa Cruz-Monterey Line in the 1870s; and 

WHEREAS, Chinese immigrants were met with virulent racism, xenophobia and the violence of anti-Chinese forces in San José from early on and denied 
equal protection before the law; and 

WHEREAS, in 1869, the First Methodist Episcopal Church on 2nd and Santa Clara streets which taught Sunday school to Chinese immigrants was burned 
to the ground and the minister, Thomas S. Dunn, received death threats; and 

WHEREAS, after passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which denied naturalization to U.S. citizenship and restricted Chinese immigration, anti-
Chinese acts became institutionalized and empowered by federal, state, and local acts and anti Chinese conventions were held in San José, including 
the first State Convention of the Anti-Chinese League in 1886; and 

WHEREAS, the policies, resolutions, and other actions of the City of San José (“City”) and the City Council directly contributed to the xenophobic 
discrimination and racial violence faced by Chinese immigrants; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council condemned all Chinese laundries on the basis they operated in wooden buildings after denying fourteen Chinese laundry 
operators who filed a petition on January 14, 1886 requesting to continue their laundry businesses, and Mayor G. T. Settle broke the tie vote and the 
motion before San José’s City Council to condemn Chinese laundries was carried; and 

WHEREAS, the City made plans to remove San José’s Market Street Chinatown for the building of the new City Hall downtown and on March 25, 1887, 
an order declaring the Chinatown at Market and San Fernando Streets a public nuisance was unanimously approved by Mayor C. W. Breyfogle and the 
entire City Council; and 

WHEREAS, the Market Street Chinatown succumbed to arson on May 4, 1887 before official action could be taken, leading to the destruction of homes 
and businesses and the displacement of 1,400 members of San José’s Chinese community; and 

WHEREAS, on June 2, 1887, after the burning of the Market Street Chinatown, when John Heinlen requested permits for building a new Chinatown on 
his property, his request was declared out of order by the Mayor; and 

WHEREAS, on June 8, 1887 at a mass rally of citizens gathered on the corner of Fifth and Jackson Street to protest the building of a new Chinatown a 
resolution drafted by Mayor Breyfogle and the entire City Council was read to the crowd stating that a Chinatown is “a public nuisance, injurious to 
private property adjacent thereto, dangerous to the health and welfare of all citizens who live and have homes in its vicinity, and a standing menace to 
both public and private morals, peace, quiet and good order, and etc.”; and 

WHEREAS, on July 25, 1887 the City Council voted to allow only materials made by white labor in the construction of the new city hall; and 

WHEREAS, in 1888, despite vehement opposition from the City and its citizenry, John Heinlen finished construction of the new Chinatown which would 
be known as Heinlenville and last for 44 years until 1931; and 

WHEREAS, in 1949, the City voted to demolish the historic Ng Shing Gung Temple building and take over the property despite attempts by the Chinese 
community to save the temple as a historic landmark; and 

WHEREAS, the City stored the historic Ng Shing Gung altar under the Municipal Stadium where it suffered damage from outdoor exposure for the next 
40 years until the Chinese Historical and Cultural Project (“CHCP”) was asked to work with the city on collection and maintenance of artifacts found in 
the building of the Fairmont Hotel in 1987; and 

WHEREAS, the Chinese Exclusion Laws were repealed in 1943 and subsequent federal legislation officially banned racial bias in immigration and 
citizenship, a fundamental step in the struggle for racial equality and justice in the United States; 

WHEREAS, the CHCP built a replica of the historic temple building, installed exhibits of Chinese American history of the Santa Clara Valley, and gifted the 
Museum to the City as a token of friendship and forgiveness from the Chinese American community in 1991; and 

WHEREAS, the recent rise in anti-Asian violence and racial discrimination demonstrates that xenophobia remains deeply rooted in our society; and

WHEREAS, Asian-Americans are still considered perpetual foreigners; and   

WHEREAS, the story of Chinese immigrants and the dehumanizing atrocities committed against them in the 19th and early 20th century should not be 
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 Between May 13-15, 1911, the 
revolutionary troops took control of the city 
from Díaz’s army and once inside the city, 
slaughtered many of it Chinese inhabitants, 
though some others hid or were saved by local 
residents.

 The victorious revolutionary government 
of President Francisco I. Madero agreed to 
pay reparations for the massacre, but Madero 
himself was overthrown in 1913 and the 
payment was never made.

 “It is during the most convulsive 
moments of history when these (racist ideas) 
get twisted into genocidal killings,” said 
Coahuila Governor Miguel Ángel Riquelme. 
López Obrador, who usually lavishes praise on 
the 1910-1917 revolutionary movement noted 
that the movement also expressed anti-Chinese 
sentiments.

 Historian Monica Cinco Basurto said the 
massacre was far from the only anti-Chinese act 
in Mexico. Looting of Chinese-owned businesses 
and the expulsion or forced departure of 
Chinese — often without recognizing their 
Mexican citizenship or that of their children or 
wives — extended throughout northern Mexico 
into the 1930s.

 López Obrador was accompanied during 
the apology ceremony by Chinese Ambassador 
Zhu Qingqiao.

 Mexico has relied on Chinese brands 
for about 10.5 million of the 29.1 million 
coronavirus vaccine doses received so far, or 
about 36% of all shots. Zhu said the vaccines 
and medical equipment from China “have left 
a strong imprint on the history of relations 
between our two countries.”

 López Obrador said, “We will never 
forget the brotherhood of the Chinese during 
the bitter and anguishing months of the 
pandemic.”

 As in the United States, racism against 

Asian Americans has been an ugly thread of 
Mexican history. In fact, many Chinese came 
to Mexico because they could not get into the 
United States.

 In the US, the Chinese Exclusion Act of 
1882 was designed to prevent Chinese American 
laborers from entering the U.S. as a result of 
widespread xenophobia. That law made it illegal 
for Chinese laborers to immigrate to America 
and limited the Chinese population in the U.S. 
for more than 60 years.

 It is part of a series of apologies by the 
Mexican president to those wronged in the past.

 In early May, López Obrador apologized 
to the Maya Indigenous group that inhabits 
Mexico’s southeast, mainly on the Yucatan 
peninsula.

 During the 1800s, Mayas were forced to 
work in serf-like conditions on sisal plantations. 
Sisal and henequen were fibers used in making 
rope. Some were even tricked into virtual slavery 
in sugar cane fields in Cuba.

 Weary of taxation and exploitation, the 
Mayas fought an 1847-1901 rebellion against 
Mexican settlers and the government known as 
“the War of the Castes”. The rebellion was put 
down brutally by government troops.

 López Obrador said he plans to offer a 
similar apology to the Yaqui Indigenous group of 
the northern state of Sonora.

 Perhaps best known abroad for the 
mystical and visionary powers ascribed to 
them by writer Carlos Castaneda, the Yaquis 
stubbornly fought the Mexican government’s 
brutal campaign to eliminate the tribe in the late 
1800s and early 1900s.

 But they were largely defeated by 1900, 
and Díaz began moving them off their fertile 
farmland to less valuable territory or to virtual 
enslavement on haciendas as far away as the far 
eastern state of Yucatan.

Mexico’s apology
Associated Press, May 17, 2021

MEXICO CITY -- Mexico’s president presented an 
apology Monday for a 1911 massacre in which 
over 300 Chinese people were slaughtered by 
revolutionary troops in the northern city of 
Torreón.

 The apology is the latest in a series of 
ceremonies in which President Andrés Manuel 
López Obrador has sought to make amends for 
the mistreatment of Indigenous and minority 
people in Mexico in past centuries.

 López Obrador said the point of the 
apology was to ensure that this never, ever 
happens again, noting that during the period, 
Chinese were mutilated or hung from telegraph 
poles.

 The discrimination was based on the 
most vile and offensive stereotypes, López 
Obrador said, adding these stupid ideas were 
transferred to Mexico, where extermination was 
added to exclusion and mistreatment.

 Many Chinese laborers had emigrated to 
Mexico in the 1800s, in some cases to work on 
the expansion of the nation’s rail network. But 
many set up businesses, farms and in Torreón, 
even a bank.

 The 1911 killings of 303 Chinese men, 
women and children occurred during the 
chaotic period of the Mexican Revolution, when 
revolutionary troops overran Torreón, sealing 
the fate of long-time ruler Porfirio Díaz. The loss 
of the city led Díaz to resign and leave for exile.

 Like most racial killings, it was fed by 
suspicion, hatred, fear, envy and lies. Torreón 
was a booming railway town, and control of it 
was key to rail lines north to the United States. 
Some Mexicans grumbled that Chinese were 
taking jobs or depressing wage rates; others 
were envious of the Chinese community’s 
economic success.

purged from or minimized in the telling of San José’s history; and 

WHEREAS, the City must acknowledge and take responsibility for the legacy of discrimination 
against early Chinese immigrants as part of our collective consciousness that helps contribute to the 
current surge in anti-Asian and Pacific Islander hate; and 

WHEREAS, a genuine apology for the role of the City in this history and legacy is an important and 
necessary step in the process of racial reconciliation; and 

WHEREAS, an apology for grievous injustices cannot erase the past, but admission of the historic 
wrongdoings committed can aid us in solving the critical problems of racial discrimination facing 
America today; 

San Jose apologizes
Continued from page 6

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SAN JOSE: 

1) Apologizes to all Chinese immigrants and their descendants who came to San José and were the victims of systemic and institutional racism, 
xenophobia, and discrimination; 

2) Acknowledges acts of fundamental injustice, terror, cruelty, and brutality, including the dismantling and destruction of the city’s Chinatowns; 

3) Recognizes the contributions and resilience of the Chinese community and their commitment to fostering reconciliation and friendship; and 

4) Resolves to rectify the lingering consequences of the discriminatory policies of the City of San José, and to use this resolution as a teaching moment 
for the public to move forward towards justice for all. 
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Canada apologized in 
2014
May 2014 - The Canadian government adopted 
an apology to recognize and make amends for 
160 historical racist and discriminatory policies 
imposed in British Columbia, such as denying 
Chinese immigrants the right to vote and 
charging them a head tax to immigrate.  “Be 
it resolved that this Legislature apologizes for 
more than a hundred laws, regulations, and 
policies that were imposed by past provincial 
governments that discriminated against 
people of Chinese descent since 1871, when 
British Columbia joined the Confederation, to 
1947.” “These laws and policies denied British 
Columbia’s Chinese communities’ basic human 
rights, including but not limited to, the right 
to vote, hold public office, or own property; 
imposed labour, educational and employment 
restrictions; subjected them to health and 
housing segregation, and prevented them from 
fully participating in society.”

California’s apologies
July 17, 2009 -The California legislature 
approved a landmark bill apologizing to the 
state’s Chinese American community for racist 
laws enacted as far back as the mid–19th 
century Gold Rush, which attracted about 
25,000 Chinese from 1849 to 1852. The laws, 
some of which were not repealed until the 
1940s, barred Chinese from owning land or 
property, marrying whites, working in the public 
sector and testifying against whites in court. 
The new bill also recognizes the contributions 
Chinese immigrants have made to the state, 
particularly their work on the Transcontinental 
Railroad.  

February 20, 2020 - The California Assembly 
unanimously adopted HR 77 apologizing “to 
all Americans of Japanese ancestry for its past 
actions in support of the unjust exclusion, 
removal, and incarceration of Japanese 
Americans during World War II, and for its 
failure to support and defend the civil rights 
and civil liberties of Japanese Americans during 
this period,” said author Assemblyman Al 
Muratsuchi.  The resolution noted a number of 
federal and state laws passed beginning in 1913 
that discriminated against people of Japanese 
descent.  Muratsuchi explains that, “Unfortunately, 
during the years leading up to World War II, 
California was at the forefront and led the 
nation in so many ways in fanning the flames 
of racism and immigrant scapegoating against 
Japanese Americans,” pointing to efforts by state 
lawmakers decades before the war to limit or 
strip the legal rights of Japanese Americans. 

 On February 19, 2020, Governor Gavin 
Newsom declared that day, on which President 
Franklin Roosevelt signed his E.O. 9066, to be 
“A Day of Remembrance: Japanese American 
Evacuation.”

Marysville WWII site designated
 The Arboga Assembly Center Memorial Site and Interpretive Center was officially designated 
in February with three steel sculptures marking where the barracks south of Marysville which 
once held Japanese Americans incarcerated there in 1942.  Under Executive Order 9066 signed by 
President Roosevelt on February 19, 1942 established the 15 assembly centers, including Santa 
Anita and Tanforan racetracks and fairgrounds in Stockton, Fresno and Salinas, as staging locations 
for the 120,000 Japanese Americans arrested and removed during WWII under the false claim of 
“military necessity.”   The Arboga site in Yuba County is named after a Swedish town and had been 
a migrant labor camp. Construction started on March 27, and on May 8 the Japanese American 
prisoners began arriving; a total of 2,465 from Sacramento and Placer Counties were held for 53 
days at the Arboga site before being transported by train to the Tule Lake concentration camp.  
Japanese Americans arrested from the greater Marysville community were sent either directly 
to Tule Lake or temporarily housed in the Merced Assembly Center before being transported to 
Granada (Amache) concentration camp in Colorado.     
 The Marysville chapter of JACL petitioned to have the Arboga site designated as historical 
site.  The State Historical Resources Commission on May 13, 1980 designated the 12 assembly 
centers in California as historical sites.  The Arboga site had been turned into an army camp 
and later sold off to the public leaving little trace of the assembly center.   The Friends for the 
Preservation of Yuba County History helped facilitating the installation of the memorial at the site.   
The detention camp is also commemorated by a marker in Olivehurst at the intersection of Feather 
River Boulevard and Broadway Street.

ABOUT CURRENTS
Currents is a free community newspaper published three times a year entirely by volunteers. 
Currents covers local and national issues and events affecting the Asian American Pacific Island 
communities of Sacramento and Yolo Counties.  Opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect 
endorsement by the other organizations and are those of the authors or the Editorial Board.  The 
Editor reserves the right to reject prospective materials or advertisements.  Current is distributed by 
bulk mail and other outlets. Currents articles may be reprinted without specific permission, but the 
source “Currents” and author should be acknowledged.  Next publication date:  June/Summer 2022.  
Deadline: May 15, 2022. Circulation: 6,000-7,000. Editor: Pattie Fong. Distribution assisted by: The 
Sacramento Gazette (David Fong), Hach Yasumura, Tim Fong/CSUS-Asian American Studies, and UCD 
Asian American Studies. Most graphics are by Randall Ishida.  Advertising rates: 3.5” X 2”, $50; 5” X 
6”, $80; 10” X 6”, $200.  Currents has no physical office, but donations, advertisements, addresses 
changes and other inquiries can be sent to Currents/Davis Asians for Racial Equality, PO Box 4163, 
Davis 95617. Inquiries can be emailed to pmfong@hotmail.com
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Pachappa Camp
First Koreatown settlement, Riverside

 A small notation in a 1908 Sanborn 
fire insurance map labeled the eastside area 
near Riverside’s 14th and Commerce Streets as 
“Korean settlement.”  That stray reference was 
originally noticed in 2000 and the later follow- 
up led to the discovery of what is believed to 
be the first Koreatown in the US.  UC Riverside 
Professor Edward Chang pursued that lead in 
2017 with the help of Korean foreign students 
who were visiting UCR and could translate 
news articles found in old Korean-language 
newspapers published in SF and LA.  An October 
14, 1910 Sing On Bo Korean language newspaper 
article referenced a Koreatown called “Pachappa 
Camp.” 

 Pachappa Camp had been built by 
Chinese railroad workers in the 1880s. Koreans 
occupied it from about 1905.  “It was a 
shantytown. No water, no electricity,” Chang 
said. “It’s right next to the railroad tracks. No 
one wanted to live there. It was a segregated 
place.”

    A San Francisco Chronicle full-page 
interview documented the December 7, 1902 
arrival of Ang Chang Ho, a Korean organizer 
and freedom fighter (seeking independence 
for Korea from Japanese occupation) with his 
wife Helen.  According to Chang, the article 
reflected then contemporary attitude towards 
AAPIs with comments on usual exoticism about 
Korea’s “queer people” and “strange customs,” 
but also acknowledged Ahn as “a man of 
remarkable keenness and aptness of thought.” 
Ahn had come to the US to study democratic 
republicanism and to recruit activists in the fight 
for Korean independence. “He couldn’t find a 
job in San Francisco because of the anti-Asian 
sentiment, which was rampant at the time,” 
Chang said. “So he came to Riverside at the 
invitation of a few friends.” He was 24 years old 
when he arrived March 23, 1904 in Riverside 
ready to pick oranges.

 Unusual for a labor camp, which were 
typically made up of bachelors, entire Korean 
families lived at Pachappa Camp.  Ahn organized 
it socially and politically, recruited newcomers, 
and built a community center for teaching 
English and the Bible. The camp had a Korean 
language school and a Presbyterian Church. 

 Ahn established social rules of 
conduct: no smoking, no drinking, no fighting, 
no gambling.   He wanted it to be a model 
community with women wearing white dresses.  

in 1945.) Pachappa Camp “was the birthplace 
for Korea’s modern democratic republicanism,” 
Chang said. Chang located a 1911 photograph 
showing delegates gathered for the convention 
near Riverside’s Gage Canals (those canals had 
been built in 1886 to bring water to Riverside).    

 The 1913 Great Freeze upended the 
local citrus industry and caused Pachappa 
Camp families to move to other agricultural 
communities in California such as Dinuba, 
Reedley and Willows for work.   Ahn moved his 
family to LA in 1913 and in 1926 left the United 
States for good.

 Existing memorials to Pachappa Camp 
include:  

In 2001, a statue of Ahn Chang Ho •	
was installed in Riverside’s Peace Walk 
downtown mall, along with Mahatma 
Gandhi, Cesar Chavez,  Martin Luther 
King Jr., Eliza Tibbets (promoter of 
the navel orange industry, spiritualist, 
abolitionist and activist), and Ysmael 
Villegas (Riverside’s first Medal of Honor 
recipient).   When Ahn’s memorial went 
up, not that much was known about his 
life in Riverside

Chang says his new book, “Pachappa •	
Camp: The First Koreatown in the United 
States,” is the most rewarding project of 
his career.  “It was almost a destiny for 
me, a fate, that I was here in Riverside,” 
Chang said. 

UC Riverside ART museum (on Main St) •	
has an exhibit featuring Pachappa Camp, 
on display through January 9, 2022.  The 
exhibit has various photographs showing 
daily life in Pachappa Camp; many of the 
photos came from the estate of lifelong 
Riverside resident Violet Katherine Kim 
whose father Young Ryon Kim worked at 
the camp.

A “Point of Cultural Interest” marker was •	
placed at the former camp site in 2017 
by the city of Riverside. It couldn’t be 
an official landmark because no original 
buildings exist. Pachappa Camp remains, 
in fact, the only official “point of cultural 
interest” in the city. 

 The story of Pachappa Camp serves 
as a reminder that racism and anti-Asian hate 
“didn’t start in 2021,” Chang said.  “There has 
been a long history of this prejudice,” he said. 
“Asian people were merely a source of cheap 
labor. There were ‘No Chinese Allowed’ signs 
everywhere. It was a very painful time.”

 For thousands of Korean Americans who 
live in the Inland Empire, the story of Pachappa 
Camp is a source of inspiration, said Jongwoon 
Lee, a Corona resident who serves as a senior 
adviser for the Dosan Ahn Chang Ho Memorial 
Foundation of the Americas.  “There are a lot 
of places where Korean immigrants lived,” Lee 
said. “But Pachappa Camp is a place where 
entire families lived together. They went to 
church together, learned their mother tongue 
and contributed to the activism that led to the 
independence of Korea.”

 Prof. Chang’s PBS interview can be 
viewed on Youtube. 

“He emphasized honesty. He wanted Americans 
to know Korean Americans are law-abiding 
citizens,” Chang said. “It was the height of anti-
Asian sentiment. They wanted to be sure they 
were not viewed as troublemakers.”  Ahn’s goal 
was to garner respect in a society where Korean 
were second class citizens by law and it was legal 
to discrimination against AAPIs.  

 Pachappa Camp peaked at 300 people at 
a time when there was an only estimated 800 
total Korean on the mainland at the time. The 
“first Koreatown in the United States” was active 
for about 15 years.  Koreans also lived in other 
citrus communities such as Upland, Claremont 
and Redlands. With the aid of business magnate 
Cornelius Rumsey, Ahn established the Korean 
Labor Bureau, a labor bureau to find work for 
Korean immigrants in the fields or as domestic 
servants.

 Pachappa Camp became the nucleus of 
the growing Korean independence movement 
during the early 20th century.  The community 
helped plant the seeds for democratic ideals 
that Ahn carried with him and propagated 
everywhere he traveled — from Korea to the 
Philippines to Manchuria. 

 Ahn left Pachappa Camp in 1907 and 
returned to Korea to work in the independence 
movement and returned to Riverside in 1911.   
In his second sojourn, Ahn rejuvenated the 
Korean National Association, whose third 
convention took place at Pachappa Camp. 
Leaders came in person rather than send 
delegates because they wanted to meet Ahn, 
Chang said.

 Over two weeks of meetings in Riverside, 
the group wrote 21 articles of governance 
for a future independent Korea, which Chang 
said were almost identical to the later draft 
constitution issued by the independence 
movement. (Actual Korean independence came 
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Continued on page 11

Reconciliation - Russell City, Hayward 

What happened to Russell City is replicated 
throughout the history of AAPI communities 
where eminent domain, other laws and business 
practices were used to seize property of AAPI 
communities without fair market reimbursement 
and bulldozed for the “public good” including 
the construction of government buildings and 
freeways. 

  On November 16th, the Hayward City 
Council voted unanimously to adopt a resolution 
apologizing and formally acknowledging 
institutionalized racial bias and racism and the 
historical role municipal government has played 
in Hayward’s legacy of inequities and racially 
disparate impacts resulting from past City policy 
and decision making.

 Russell City was established in 1853 
off the Hayward shoreline just south of West 
Winton Avenue — then called Russell City Road 
— largely west of the railroad tracks and an 
unincorporated area of Alameda County.  During 
the post-World War II era Russell City became 
home to a growing, commercially independent 
and culturally vibrant Black, Californio, 
Mexicano, Latino and Latinx community.  Though 
residents petitioned Alameda County officials at 
least three times to incorporate the community 
and provide sewage and electricity hookups, 
they were denied.  Nonetheless, Russell City was 
a thriving community, despite its widespread 
poverty.

 In the 1950’s the City of Hayward wanted 
to turn the area of Russell City into an industrial 
business park.  The city adopted in 1953 a zoning 
law which made it illegal to build on the land. 
Hayward started buying up Russell City real 
estate.  A wave of reportedly unresolved arsons 
swept the area in the late 1950s. Many fires 
were blamed on electrical malfunctions - kitchen 
appliances or cigarettes - but some residents 
believe houses and churches were being 
burned down to force people out of Russell 
City because it was an easier and cheaper way 
to relocate residents. PG&E refused to install 
new water and gas lines or to repair existing 
ones. The city’s resolution cited past City, real 
estate and banking industry participation in 
the discriminatory practice of red-lining, which 
prevented black, indigenous and people of 
color from owning property within Hayward city 
limits. In 1963, Alameda County and Hayward 
began the forced relocation of Russell City 
residents, bulldozed the entire community, and 
rezoned the land for industrial use. 

 More than half a century ago, the 12-
block area near Hayward’s shoreline thrived as 
a cultural hub of about 1,400 mostly Black and 
Latino residents, a place where blues legends 
regularly dropped in to play clubs.  Russell City 
had 7 family churches with services held in 
English and Spanish.  There were farms including 
a pig farm, markets, businesses, bars, and clubs. 
Russell City was a collection of family-built 
homes, businesses and mostly unpaved roads. 
Russell City did not have storm and sewer services, 
and lacked fresh water as well. Its residents were 
primarily minorities. Going to Russell City on 

weekends to visit family was the norm.  Russell 
City was a place where families flourished and 
people looked out for each other.

 The tight-knit community was named in 
1853 after Joel Russell, a New England teacher 
who came to California during the Gold Rush. It 
originally was the home of Danish immigrants, 
and by around World War II a wave of people 
had migrated there from the southern United 
States and Mexico.

 That idyllic setting was shattered in the 
late 1950s when Alameda County and Hayward 
city officials declared the area a blight and 
deemed better suited for an industrial park. 
Over the protests of some residents, the city 
and county began a “forced relocation” of 
Russell City’s residents several years later.  “They 
took the whole damn city. They changed every 
street name. They tried to erase it,” said Ronnie 
Stewart, the head of the West Coast Blues 
Society which co-sponsored the Russell City 

Blues Festival held annually at Hayward City Hall 
for two decades (until 2019) in honor of the lost 
community.   

 In issuing its apology, Hayward became 
the latest in a small but growing list of cities 
across the nation swept up in the racial 
reckoning sparked by the police killing of George 
Floyd in Minneapolis last year.

 The apology is significant because it 
admits the past injustices and includes a 10-part 
plan that commits the city to addressing the 
harm caused. While this apology does not fix the 
past, they do begin a healing process because 
the government acknowledges the disparate 
impact of past policies. The plan includes a 
program of working with surviving Russell 
City residents and descendants to determine 
appropriate restitution. The action plan will be 
discussed at the City Council’s January 22nd 
retreat. 
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RESOLUTION APOLOGIZING TO BLACK, INDIGENOUS, AND PEOPLE OF COLOR AND LATINX 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF HAYWARD FOR ITS IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT ROLE 
IN PERPETUATING INSTITUTIONAL RACISM IN THE CITY OF HAYWARD

WHEREAS, the City of Hayward, along with other jurisdictions and the real estate and banking industries participated in the discriminatory practice of 
redlining, which systematically prevented Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC) and Latinx community members from owning property in our 
city; and

WHEREAS, Russell City in unincorporated Hayward was home to a large and thriving BIPOC and Latinx population and a vibrant music scene and, 
following annexation into the City of Hayward, all residents were evicted and burned out of their homes and communities without appropriate 
compensation in 1966; and

WHEREAS, current Hayward demographics reflect that BIPOC and Latinx residents are disproportionately renters, indicating that the adverse 
consequences of Hayward’s history of redlining continues to impact BIPOC and Latinx community members of Hayward to this day, including structural, 
financial, physical, medical, and emotional harm; and

WHEREAS, current educational status of BIPOC and Latinx students reflect the negative impact on the generations that followed the displacement of 
the residents of Russell City in unincorporated Hayward; and

WHEREAS, home and business ownership has been shown to facilitate intergenerational wealth and housing stability is linked to physical and mental 
health and academic achievement; and

WHEREAS, in order to achieve equity and basic fairness, governments and municipalities must conduct a reassessment and genuine evaluation of the 
power structures currently in place, and make efforts to enact policies to shift power and ownership to people who have been excluded from equal 
participation in education, commerce and governance; and

WHEREAS, the City of Hayward has begun to understand and dismantle systemic racism through its hiring and recruitment practices for jobs and 
commissions; and

WHEREAS, the City of Hayward has a long history of taking action to protect civil rights and denounce any form of prejudice and discrimination; and 

WHEREAS, in 1992 the City of Hayward adopted the original 1992 Anti Discrimination Action Plan (ADAP); and 

WHEREAS, in 2017 the City established a limited term Community Task Force to update the ADAP and address increasing community concerns about 
nationwide discrimination; and 

WHEREAS, in 2017 the City Council adopted a resolution declaring the City of Hayward a Sanctuary City; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Hayward has made a firm commitment to being an Inclusive, Equitable, and Compassionate Community for BIPOC and Latinx 
community members; and

WHEREAS, in 2019 the City of Hayward joined the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE), a national network of government working to 
achieve racial equity and advance opportunities for all; and 

WHEREAS, through its involvement in GARE the City has developed a Racial Equity Action Plan; and

WHEREAS, in 2021 the City of Hayward officially recognized Juneteenth as a holiday within the City of Hayward; and

WHEREAS, there is more work to be done.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council and Staff apologize to current and previous residents et al. for the City’s role in the impacts 
noted above and commit to taking actionable steps to address these harms, including but not limited to the commitments identified in the associated 
Action Plan. 

IN COUNCIL, HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA, NOVEMBER 16, 2021

Thank you to Currents’ 
2021 donors - Grace Kim, Liz 
and Chris Wills, Artima Lim 

and Charles Holmes!!!

Your support is the best HIGH FIVE that we can get!
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Critical Race Theory is 
not controversial
 California high school students 
graduating beginning in 2029 will have an ethnic 
studies class requirement. California is among 
the first in the nation to add this graduation 
requirement.  Earlier this year the state Board 
of Education approved a model ethnic studies 
curriculum with suggested lesson plans and 
instructional approaches.  The state curriculum 
Is not mandatory, but available to schools to 
adopt.  

 State law allows local districts to 
adopt earlier time lines and create their own 
curriculum. LA schools require ethnic studies 
as a graduation requirement by the 2023-2024 
school year.  Fresno is requiring two semesters 
of ethnic studies for student entering high 
school this year.  SF students have to take two 
semesters to graduate starting in 2028.  

 Other states have taken other 
approaches: Oregon is developing ethnic studies 
standards for its social studies curriculum 
and beginning this year requires the subject 
in the K-12 curriculum.  Connecticut requires 
all high school to offer courses in Black and 
Latino studies by the fall of 2022.  Some states 
have attacked the ethnic studies requirement, 
banning the teaching of “critical race theory” 
or limiting teachers from discussing racism and 
sexism in the classroom.  

 Conservatives are condemning “Critical 
Race Theory” (CRT) and pushing back against 
ethnic studies requirements because they want 
people to believe that CRT and ethnic studies 
are the same thing and it all makes America and 
white people look like the bad guys.  The ethnic 
studies requirement are part of the national 
reckoning that history as taught was euro-centric 
and ignored the participation, contributions 
and issues of minorities.  CRT is not a specific 
curriculum, but a way of looking at America’s 
history through the lens of racism.  The study 
of racism could include:  institutional/systemic 
racism (racism that is embedded in the laws 
and regulations of a society or an organization), 
white privilege (unwritten behavior benefiting 
one group over another),  inherent bias 
(automatic and unintentional effect of bias that 
affects judgments, decisions, and behaviors), 
and implicit bias (unconscious racial belief 
(stereotypes) and attitudes (prejudices) that 
affect behaviors, perceptions, and judgments.)  

 CRT does not aim to blame individuals, it 
focuses on institutionalized racism. CRT is a topic 
of legal study which originated in the 1970s 
when a group of civil rights legal scholars at 
Harvard Law School wanted to bring focus to the 
impact that race and racism have on people and 
society.   This is a hot topic because everyone 
has a stake in deciding what children and teens 
learn because they will be become the workers, 
managers and leaders of the future.

Full article is in the LA Times, by Gene Slater, 
Sept 12, 2021

Residential segregation was an early 20th 
century marketing invention of the Los Angeles 
Realty Board and it flourished first in California.

 At the beginning of the 1900s, racially 
segregated neighborhood did not exist.  But 
then white real estate boards were established 
and controlled a majority of home sales.  
The Los Angeles (LA) Realty Board members 
trademarked themselves as the “Realtors” and 
began to control whose money could buy a 
home, thus limiting America’s free market.  

 In 1905 pioneering real estate agents 
in Berkeley (e.g. real estate developer 
Duncan McDuffie) and Kansas City MO began 
recording racial covenants to sell house lots 
in high end subdivisions.  LA soon became the 
national leader in these deed restrictions.  The 
Beverly Crest subdivision was advertised as 
“permanently restricted … for particular people” 
and similar language was used for properties in 
Beverly Hills, Hillhurst Park and Bel Air.   Then 
middle-class subdivisions followed with iron- 
clad race restrictions.  

 Racial restrictions soon filtered down to 
working-class subdivisions like Eastmont, City 
Terrace, St.Francis tract in Highland Park, and 
Torrance.  By 1913 the racial restrictions were 
so widespread that Mexican Americans were 
essentially excluded from homeownership.  

 In 1919 the LA Realty Board financed a 
lawsuit in which the California Supreme Court 
ruled that African Americans could buy a racially 
covenanted home, but not live in it.  

 Race restrictions were the norm during 
the 1920’s LA housing boom - 1,400 subdivisions 
were added in two years. The Realtors had 
agreements with local officials to require race 
covenants on all subdivisions in Glendale 
resulting in only one Black American owning 
property there.  A LA Times ad in 1925 boasted 
that all residents of Eagle Rock are white.   

 Then the Realtors started recording 
racial covenants on existing homes.  In 
Pasadena, where Black Americans had lived 
for generations, real estate agents circulated 
petitions for race restrictions “Covenant Plan” 
would go into effect once 75% of owners had 
signed.  

 These racial covenants excluded 
minorities from 95% of LA housing and they had 
to pay more for what they could buy.  By the 
1920’s racial ghettos were established as a result 
of these covenants.  

 During the Depression, the Realtors 
designed racial policies for the Federal Housing 
Administration and helped run FHA drawing up 
red-lining maps institutionalizing where loans 
would be approved and where they wouldn’t.

 In 1948, the US Supreme Court ruled in 
Shelley v. Kraemer that court enforcement of 
racial covenants violated the 14th Amendment 
and this threatened the Realtors as never before.  
The court did not declare the covenants illegal, 
but said that the courts could not enforce them.  
In response, the LA Realty Board proposed a 
constitutional amendment to “assure Negroes 

of the enjoyment of areas restricted to the 
occupancy of their race.” (This was the same 
year South African imposed apartheid.  The 
Realtors later dropped this proposed campaign 
on the advice of their attorneys.)

 LA developers continued to record new 
covenants to prevent Black Americans from 
buying; in 1960 Lakewood had a population of 
67,000 with only seven Black residents.  

 Realtors also kept neighborhood all-
white through “racial steering” - i.e. lying to 
minority buyers that the home had just been 
sold - and also freezing out realtors who were 
selling to minorities.  In the San Fernando 
Valley, between 1950-1960, there was only one 
Black family able to buy a home in those white 
neighborhoods.

 Civil rights activists pushed for  the 1963 
Rumford Fair Housing Act which banned housing 
discrimination based on race or ethnicity.

 In 1964 the Realtors sponsored 
Proposition 14 to permanently protect 
residential discrimination.  No prominent 
politicians supported the measure.  The Realtors 
argued that the owner’s right to discriminate 
was a “freedom of choice” and a “yes” vote 
did not mean you were biased, but that you 
believed in freedom.  White voters voted for 
Prop 14 (65% in favor), but it was later ruled 
unconstitutional by the California Supreme 
Court and the unconstitutionality was later 
affirmed by the United States Supreme Court. 

Reckoning since:

Illinois: Governor J.B. Pritzker signed a bill which 
takes effect January 2022 that allows property 
owners and homeowners associations to remove 
the offensive and unlawful language from 
covenants for no more than $10 through their 
recorder of deeds office.

Missouri tried:  A bill introduced in the Missouri 
House of Representatives during the last 
legislative session included a small provision to 
make it easier and free for people to insert a 
document to officially nullify a racial covenant. 
The bill stalled in committee.

Maryland: Maryland passed a law in 2020 that 
allows property owners to go to court and have 
the covenants removed for free. 

California: September 2021, Governor Newsom 
signed A.B. 1466 that streamlines the process 
to remove racial covenants, requiring title and 
escrow companies as well as real estate brokers 
to assist home buyers wanting to remove the 
language, and counties can waive the recording 
fee. Yolo County is waiving the recording fee.  
Sacramento County Clerk/Recorder offers 
to help homeowners.  Several other states, 
including Connecticut and Virginia, have similar 
laws.  

Pasadena Hills, Missouri: In 2016, the Board of 
Trustees was persuaded to adopting a resolution 
to strike a 1928 racial restriction “indenture” 
which barred Black and Asian people from living 
in the neighborhood. 

LA’s pioneering role in residential segregation
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AAPIs need to care about voting rights.  
America’s democracy only works when every 
eligible citizen is fully informed and votes. The 
1975 Voting Rights Act came as a result of Black 
Americans demanding civil rights protection and 
enforcement.  The AAPI community benefited 
from the Voting Rights Act because it improved 
access for language minority/non English 
speaking voters, protected voter registration and 
increased voter participation.  

Brennan Center for Justice
Voting Laws Roundup: July 2021 

 Between January 1 and July 14, 2021, 
at least 18 states enacted 30 laws that restrict 
access to the vote.  These laws make mail voting 
and early voting more difficult, impose harsher 
voter ID requirements, and make faulty voter 
purges more likely, among other things. More 
than 400 bills with provisions that restrict voting 
access have been introduced in 49 states in the 
2021 legislative sessions.

 The new laws restricting voting access 
are not created equal. For example, four of 
these laws are mixed, meaning they also contain 
pro-voter policies (IN S.B. 398, KY H.B. 574, LA 
H.B. 167, OK H.B. 2663). Other restrictions are 
narrower in their scope (e.g., NV S.B. 84, UT H.B. 
12). Three states have enacted broad omnibus 
voter suppression laws this year (GA S.B. 202, FL 
S.B. 90, IA S.F. 413), while Arkansas, Montana, 
and Arizona all passed multiple restrictive voting 
laws (Arkansas and Montana passed four such 
laws each and Arizona passed three).

 This wave of restrictions on voting — the 
most aggressive we have seen in more than 
a decade of tracking state voting laws — is in 
large part motivated by false and often racist 
allegations about voter fraud.

 Congress has the power to stem the 
tide. The For the People Act, passed by the 
House and now awaiting action in the Senate, 
would mitigate the effect of many state-level 
restrictions. And the John Lewis Voting Rights 
Advancement Act would protect voters by 
preventing new discriminatory laws from being 
implemented.

 There may be more new state voting 
laws still to come this year. Active regular 
legislative sessions continue in California, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, New 
Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. And 
Maine’s special legislative session is ongoing.

 Texas lawmakers in particular appear 
poised to enact additional restrictive voting 
legislation this year. During the 30-day special 
session that began in Austin on July 8, state 
lawmakers introduced a slew of restrictive voting 
proposals, including two omnibus bills (S.B. 
1 and H.B. 3) containing numerous anti-voter 
provisions.

 In response, Democratic members of 

the Texas House of Representatives left the 
state on July 12 for Washington, DC, depriving 
the chamber of the quorum required to pass 
legislation. These state representatives brought 
an urgent message to Congress, stressing 
the need to pass federal voting protections, 
including the For the People Act and the 
John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act. 
However, Gov. Greg Abbott has promised to 
continue calling special sessions as needed until 
lawmakers return to the state.

 At the same time, at least 25 states 

Eighteen states have already enacted 30 laws this year that will make it 
harder for Americans to vote.

enacted 54 laws with provisions to expand 
voting access.  These laws expand access to 
early and mail voting, make voter registration 
easier, and restore voting rights to Americans 
with past convictions, among other measures. 
Many of the states in which voting is already 
comparatively more accessible are the same as 
those enacting policies to further strengthen 
voting access, deepening a national divide such 
that the promise of the right to vote depends 
increasingly on where Americans happen to live. 
More than 900 bills with expansive provisions 
have been introduced in 49 states in the 2021 
legislative sessions.

New Restrictive Voting Laws
Shorten window to apply for a mail ballot - Alabama H.B. 538, Arizona S.B. 643, Georgia S.B. 202, Iowa  
 S.F. 413, Kentucky H.B. 574, Oklahoma H.B. 2663
Shorten deadline to deliver mail ballot - Arizona S.B. 643
Make it harder to remain on absentee voting lists - Arizona S.B. 1485, Florida S.B. 90
Eliminate or limit sending mail ballot applications to voters who do not specifically request them -  
 Georgia S.B. 202, Iowa S.F. 413, Kansas H.B. 2332
Eliminate or limit sending mail ballots to voters who do not specifically request them - Florida S.B. 90
Restrict assistance in returning a voter’s mail ballot - Arizona H.B. 1715, Florida S.B. 90, Iowa S.F. 413,  
 Kansas H.B. 2183, Kentucky H.B. 574, Montana S.B. 530
Limit the number, location, or availability of mail ballot drop boxes - Florida S.B. 90, Georgia S.B. 202,  
 Iowa S.F. 413, Indiana S.B. 398
Impose stricter signature requirements for mail ballots - Arizona S.B. 1003, Idaho H.B. 290, Kentucky  
 H.B. 2183
Impose harsher voter ID requirements for mail voting - Florida S.B. 90, Georgia S.B. 202, Montana S.B.  
 169
Impose harsher voter ID requirements for in-person voting - Arizona H.B. 1112, Arizona H.B. 1244,  
 New Hampshire H.B. 523, Montana S.B. 169, Wyoming H.B. 75
Expand voter purges or risk faulty voter purges - Arizona S.B. 1819, Iowa S.F. 413, Florida S.B. 90,  
 Kentucky H.B. 574, Louisiana H.B. 167, Texas S.B. 1111, Utah H.B. 12
Increase barriers for voters with disabilities - Alabama H.B. 285, Iowa S.F. 568, Texas H.B. 3920
Ban snacks and water to voters waiting in line - Florida S.B. 90, Georgia S.B. 202
Eliminate Election Day registration - Montana H.B. 176
Reduce polling place availability (locations or hours) - Iowa S.F. 413, Montana S.B. 196
Increase number of voters per precinct - Nevada S.B. 84
Limit early voting days or hours - Georgia S.B. 202, Iowa S.F. 413

New Expansive Voting Laws

Expand early voting opportunities - Indiana H.B. 1479, Kentucky H.B. 574, Louisiana H.B. 286,  
 Massachusetts H. 73, Maryland H.B. 206, H.B. 745, and S.B. 596, New Jersey S.B. 3203,   
 Oklahoma H.B. 2663, Virginia H.B. 1968
Ease mail voting (misc.) - California S.B. 29 and S.B. 152, Connecticut S.B. 1202, Illinois S.B. 825,
 Indiana S.B. 398, Kentucky H.B. 574, Maryland H.B. 1048 and S.B. 683, Maine L.D. 1399, L.D.  
 221 and L.D. 1363, Minnesota H.F. 1952, North Dakota H.B. 1253, Nevada A.B. 121 and A.B.  
 321, Virginia H.B. 1888, S.B. 1097, and S.B. 1245, Vermont S.B. 15
Expand mail ballot drop box access/drop-off locations - Hawaii S.B. 548, Illinois H.B. 1871, Kentucky  
 H.B. 574, Maryland H.B. 1048 and S.B. 683, Maine L.D. 1363, Nevada A.B. 321, Virginia H.B.  
 1888 and S.B. 1245, Vermont S.B. 15
Ease voter registration - Connecticut S.B. 1202, Deleware S.B. 5, Hawaii S.B. 159 and S.B. 548, Maine  
 L.D. 1126, North Dakota H.B. 1078, Nevada A.B. 321 and A.B. 432, New York A.B. 2574, Virginia  
 H.B. 2125
Provide greater access to voters with disabilities - Hawaii S.B. 548, Illinois S.B. 825, Indiana S.B. 398,  
 Kentucky H.B. 574, Massachuetts H. 73, Maine L.D. 221, Montana S.B. 15, North Dakota H.B.  
 1253, Nevada A.B. 121, Virginia H.B. 1921, S.B. 1245 and S.B. 1331
Improve language accessibility - Colorado H.B. 1011, Oregon H.B. 3021, Vermont S.B. 15
Protect polling place access - Illinois S.B. 825, Maryland H.B. 745, New Mexico H.B. 231, Nevada A.B.  
 321, Vermont S.B. 15
Prohibit discrimination through state voting rights act - Virginia S.B. 1395 and H.B. 1890
Ease voter ID requirement - Indiana H.B. 1485, Maine L.D. 1575, North Dakota H.B. 1447
Restore voting rights to people with past convictions - Connecticut S.B. 1202, New York S.B. 830B,  
 Washington H.B. 1078
Ease voting for people in jail - Maryland S.B. 525, New Hampshire H.B. 555
Expand Election Day Registration - Hawaii S.B. 548, Nevada A.B. 321
Improve voter list maintenance - Louisiana H.B. 167, Oregon H.B. 2681
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Japanese Latin Americans seek reparations 
America’s Forgotten Internment
The United States confined 2,200 Latin 
Americans of Japanese descent during World 
War II. They’re still pushing for redress.

By Jesus A. Rodriguez
Politico Magazine, Dec. 5, 2021

 That March morning in 2017, Art 
Shibayama had come to Washington by choice. 
The organization that had invited him is housed 
in an imposing marble structure adjacent to 
the White House that has stood since 1910 
as a reminder that, outside US borders, the 
word “America” doesn’t describe a country but 
a whole continent. Before the human rights 
commission of the Organization of American 
States (OAS), a regional alliance of Western 
Hemisphere countries, Shibayama unspooled a 
tragic succession of indignities he and his family 
had been made to suffer nearly eight decades 
earlier, as he charged the US government with 
violating his human rights. [The hearing was in 
response to a 2003 petition Shibayama and his 
two brothers filed seeking redress for his family’s 
forced migration from Peru to a US internment 
camp during World War II.]

 What Shibayama, by then a resident of 
California, told the OAS in person and in legal 
documents, was that he was brought to America 
by force. In 1944, during the height of World 
War II, a 13-year-old Shibayama was living with 
his family in Lima, Peru, where his grandparents 
had immigrated from Japan years earlier. On 
March 1, Peruvian police arrived at the family’s 
home in broad daylight to round them up and 
hand them over to US authorities. For 21 days, 
the Shibayamas traveled below deck on a US 
naval vessel with dozens of other Peruvians of 
Japanese descent, bound for New Orleans. From 
there, armed US military personnel would take 
them to a camp in Crystal City, Texas, where they 
were held as candidates for a hostage exchange 
program with Japan, even though Shibayama 
was born in Peru and a citizen of that country.

 As he testified in 2017, what seemed 
to weigh most heavily on Shibayama’s mind 
was the official label the government gave 
him after eventually releasing him. “I want the 
government to erase the ‘illegal’ status from my 
record,” Shibayama told the commission, his 
elbows supporting the weight of his frame as he 
leaned into the microphone. “The government 
brought us here at gunpoint — so how could 
they classify us as illegal aliens?”

 Most Americans today are well aware 
that, during World War II, the US government 
imprisoned Japanese Americans, including 
US citizens, in internment camps on no other 
evidence than the fact of their heritage. They 
know of the wartime hysteria that cloaked 
the government’s logic, and the racism and 
xenophobia Japanese Americans faced. But 
one chapter of this history has remained much 
more hidden, much less acknowledged by public 
officials: The United States simultaneously ran a 

parallel internment system that confined some 
2,200 Latin Americans of Japanese descent, 
kidnapping individuals from countries such as 
Peru, Bolivia and Colombia — whose political 
leaders were in on the plot — and confining 
them on US soil. [Advocates say every Latin 
America country assisted in the kidnapping.]

 Most Americans also probably think 
the Japanese internment chapter was closed 
decades ago, when the US government 
approved the largest reparations program it has 
ever enacted: the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, 
a historic law that gave $20,000 and a formal 
apology to victims of Japanese internment 
who were US citizens or permanent residents. 
But as the country praised itself for righting 
that historical wrong, it excluded those it 
had kidnapped from abroad. Although many 
of them were exiled to Japan after the war, 
the Japanese Latin Americans who remained 
in the United States were ineligible for the 
reparations program. They later received some 
compensation through a court settlement, but 
the sum was so much lower and the apology so 
formulaic that some decided not to accept.

 While the United States government 
has admitted to the Japanese Latin American 
internment program, the dwindling group of 
living victims and their descendants — including 
Shibayama’s daughter, Bekki — are still pushing 
for full compensation and recognition. And 
they argue the responsibility for addressing this 
moral debt now falls squarely on the shoulders 
of President Joe Biden and his administration. 
Their prospects might have looked better at a 
time of growing support for reparations and with 
a president who has pledged to defend human 
rights, as well as a Cabinet member who once 
vocally supported their cause. Yet, so far, the 
White House has been mostly silent, seeming 
to ignore requests for information or meetings 
from high-level international officials and the 
victims’ families.

 Shibayama died in 2018, in San Jose, 
Calif., after decades living in America as a 
farmworker, an undocumented immigrant, an 
Army draftee and, since 1970, a US citizen. But 
two years after his death, OAS’ Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights released a report 
declaring that the United States had violated his 
right to equality under the law when it excluded 
him, as well as his brothers, from the 1988 
reparations program. Moreover, IACHR found 
that Japanese Latin Americans “fell into a sort of 
legal no-man’s-land” when they were released 
as undocumented immigrants, a distinction 
that led to “wild inequalities.” The report made 
two recommendations to the United States: 
reparations, including monetary compensation, 
as well as “full disclosure” of any information the 
US government had relating to the internment 
of Japanese Latin Americans.

 By all public accounts, the Trump State 
Department, which had deemed Shibayama’s 
petition “inadmissible,” did not act in response 
to the IACHR report. On Aug. 16, 2021, after a 
new administration had come into power, IACHR 
tried again, sending a letter to Secretary of State 
Antony Blinken, obtained by Politico Magazine, 
that asked the government to provide, by 
Oct. 15, “detailed information on the actions 
undertaken by the State during this year to 
comply with each of the recommendations.” 
When the administration did not respond, a 
small organization called Campaign for Justice: 
Redress NOW for Japanese Latin Americans, 
which participated in the Shibayama case, 
decided to reach out to the administration 
directly.

 The group has sent two letters to 
the Biden administration since September 
requesting a meeting with the US ambassador 
to the OAS, Bradley Freden, and, more recently, 
with the White House’s Asian American and 
Pacific Islander senior liaison, Erika Moritsugu. 

Shibayama’s grandfather’s store in Callao, Peru before WWII
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Neither the White House nor the Department 
of State acknowledged receipt of the letters 
in repeated requests for comment, though 
US Postal Service tracking information shows 
they were delivered; Grace Shimizu, one of the 
letters’ signatories, said Moritsugu recently 
acknowledged receipt by email. “Like the Trump 
administration, you have chosen to ignore 
the IACHR and its October 15th deadline,” 
the group’s most recent letter, first reported 
here, states. “A resolution of this matter is long 
overdue.”
 
 In the first public acknowledgment of 
this case since Biden’s inauguration, a State 
Department spokesperson said the agency 
takes IACHR petitions “very seriously” but noted 
that the United States has not ratified the 1969 
convention that created the commission, “so any 
recommendations made by the IACHR are non-
binding for the US government.” (The IACHR, 
which did not respond to a request for comment 
for this article, said in its report that it analyzed 
Shibayama’s legal claims under the OAS Charter, 
which the United States ratified in 1951.)

 “The United States acknowledges 
the suffering experienced by the Shibayama 
family and those similarly situated,” the 
State Department statement continued. 
“Nevertheless, the United States reiterates its 
view that the petition in this case should have 
been found inadmissible and the IACHR lacked 
competence to pronounce on its merits.”

 The White House did not respond to 
multiple requests for comment.

 The Campaign for Justice had placed 
their hopes on Biden, who during a February 
foreign policy speech promised to “defend 
equal rights of people the world over.” But the 
group has been dismayed. “I expected more of 
the Biden Administration than this inaccurate, 
unfeeling, technocratic response,” Shimizu wrote 
in an email. Bekki Shibayama wondered: “Why is 
the United States government compounding the 
suffering that they have acknowledged against 
my family and other JLAs?”

 On Dec. 9, two days after the 80th 
anniversary of the bombing at Pearl Harbor, 
Biden plans to host a “Summit for Democracy” 
that aims to cast respect for human rights as 
crucial to democratic well-being. That 80-year 
chasm also underscores how long interned 
Japanese Latin Americans have been waiting 
for redress. The path forward for the Campaign 
for Justice looks difficult, but Shimizu said that 
whatever the Biden administration does, “we 
will continue until our demands for justice are 
met.”

 After all, history, unless insisted upon, 
has a way of vanishing.

 America’s paranoia with Japanese 
people in Latin America began before Pearl 

Harbor. According to Densho Encyclopedia, a 
Japanese American history resource overseen by 
historians and academics, President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt in 1940 authorized the FBI to station 
legal attachés at US embassies in Latin America 
to conduct surveillance of people of Japanese 
descent and generate a so-called “proclaimed 
list” of individuals suspected to favor the Axis 
powers. Although some countries resisted 
cooperation, Peru was eager to maintain close 
relations with the United States; its president, 
Manuel Prado, thought he could consolidate 
support for re-election at home with a show of 
force.

 The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor only 
accelerated the hysteria, and soon, countries like 
Peru requested US military transports to spirit 
away individuals they perceived as “threats.” 
According to a 1998 law review article by Natsu 
Taylor Saito, a professor of law at Georgia State 
College of Law, the United States had proposed 
to repatriate all Axis officials who were in Latin 
America in early 1942 — but Peru took this plan 
a step further by also compiling lists of civilians 
it wished to expel. The US-Peru relationship 
had been buoyed by a $29 million lend-lease 
agreement that provided Peru with weapons to 
defend itself after the war broke out, according 
to one government report.
 
 The first ship of Japanese Latin 

Americans bound for the States, carrying 141 
men, left Peru in April 1941. In a diplomatic 
cable from the Lima embassy dated July 1942, 
the US ambassador to Peru wrote that Prado 
remained “very much interested [in] the 
possibility of getting rid of the Japanese in Peru,” 
and asked about “additional shipping facilities 
from the United States.” In her article, Saito 
cites evidence that the State Department knew 

that “most of the Japanese arrested by Peruvian 
authorities had no connection to either the war 
effort or the lists prepared by the United States.”

 For Shibayama, it all happened very 
quickly. According to biographical details in his 
IACHR testimony, the subsequent IACHR report 
and a 2004 documentary that chronicled his 
life, Hidden Internment, Shibayama’s childhood 
summers in Peru meant waking up to swim in 
the beaches of Callao, a coastal district in the 
Lima metropolitan area where his grandparents 
lived. Every morning, they watched him dip into 
Pacific waters before it was time to open the 
small shop they ran. But the water also made 
Callao a port town, and one day, sometime in 
late 1942, his grandparents became part of 
the first group of Japanese Latin Americans to 
be seized and taken to Texas, according to the 
IACHR.

 Whenever Callao’s residents spotted 
the ships coming in, many Japanese men 
went into hiding to elude the authorities. In 
1944, Shibayama’s father did exactly that. 
When the Peruvian police came to the family’s 
house, Shibayama’s mother refused to reveal 
her husband’s location, so she was taken to 
jail instead, her 11-year-old daughter in tow. 
“They hugged each other and cried all night,” 
Shibayama told the IACHR. Soon, the rest of 
the family surrendered, and they were taken 

into custody by US Armed Forces. When they 
disembarked in New Orleans, on March 21, 
members of the US military led them off the 
ship at gunpoint, according to the IACHR report, 
and forced the internees to strip naked and be 
sprayed with the insecticide DDT, now classified 
as a carcinogen.
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 Courtney Ozaki, founder of the Denver-
based Japanese American Arts Network, 
says her grandparents recalled a similarly 
harrowing ordeal. They had migrated to Peru 
looking for work in 1930, and together they 
had built a modestly successful business. The 
US government separated the couple when it 
abducted Joey Motoichi Ozaki and placed him 
on a transport ship that stopped in Panama 
and then continued on to the United States, 
where he was shuffled from San Pedro, Calif., 
to the Kenedy detention camp in Texas, and 
finally to Crystal City, where most Japanese 
Latin Americans were held, along with a smaller 
number of other foreign detainees.

 Over the phone, Courtney Ozaki read 
from a document that memorializes some of her 
family’s history as she recounted what happened 
to her grandmother, Tamiye Ozaki: “She sold 
everything that she could and then left the 
rest behind, and then she went to the Peruvian 
[US] embassy and asked permission to join my 
grandpa.” Tamiye’s ship, like the Shibayamas’, 
docked in New Orleans. She was pregnant when 
she left Peru, but her granddaughter told me, “At 
some point, my grandmother actually lost her 
child.”

 The Crystal City camp was a site of 
endless waiting. According to Hidden Internment 
and interviews from the Japanese Peruvian 
Oral History Project, internees crammed into 
overcrowded cabins, not knowing if they would 
be sent back to Japan. Guard towers rose above 
the 10-foot fence that encircled the perimeter. 
Eighty families could share one community 
bathhouse. Two schools were set up by the 
government — one with classes in Japanese 
and another one with classes in English, even 
though neither language was commonly spoken 
in Peru. According to the Campaign for Justice, 
more than 800 of those individuals seized from 
Latin America were exchanged with Japan for 
American hostages during the war, including 
Shibayama’s grandparents, whom he never saw 
again. Even after the war ended, the Crystal City 
internment camp was the last to close, on Feb. 
27, 1948.

 Upon their release, the government told 
the remaining 1,400 Japanese Latin Americans 
they had entered the United States illegally 
and had to leave, according to several sources. 
Shibayama told the IACHR that many Japanese, 
including his family, tried to return to Peru, 
only to be rebuffed by their own government. 
Between November 1945 and June 1946, more 
than 900 of them were deported to war-torn 
Japan, but about 300 individuals fought their 
undocumented status on US soil. The Ozakis 
had a distant cousin in Denver who sponsored 
them to establish legal residence; Colorado’s 
governor, Ralph Carr, was a staunch opponent of 
internment.

 “People saw Denver as a place to go 

when there were not many places they were 
able to go after the war, and when they had to 
start over with nothing,” Ozaki says.

 But the vast majority of those who 
stayed in the United States were paroled out 
of the camp to go work in Seabrook Farms in 
New Jersey, where they became agricultural 
workers for low wages. Shibayama was one of 
them; he eventually made the farm’s baseball 
team. According to the Campaign for Justice, 
workers could technically leave the farm but 
faced daunting challenges, such as language 
barriers, poverty, racism, anti-Japanese postwar 
sentiment, and meager housing and education 
access. In Hidden Internment, Eigo Kudo, 
another former internee, describes the arduous 
daily toil at Seabrook: From 30-pound bushels 
or baskets, the workers picked out the produce 
as quickly as possible. In 12 hours, Kudo could 
only pick 10 baskets, despite being “one of the 
fastest.” One basket: 30 cents.

 “I get $3 [a day], and then they deduct 
30 percent for income tax because we were 
‘illegal aliens,’ so we may run away without 
paying income tax or filing tax returns. … So I get 
$2.10,” Kudo says, before letting out a special 
kind of laughter — the kind that makes you 
double over as you realize the absurdity of your 
situation.

 Today, calls for reparations of various 
kinds seem to be more and more common. In 
the lead-up to the 2020 election, Democratic 
presidential candidates touted their plans to 
atone for the economic and moral stain of 
slavery, building on decades of work by Black 
intellectuals. In February, Biden publicly backed 
the creation of a congressional commission to 
study the issue. Reparations for ongoing harm 
in other areas — such as the separation of 
immigrant families or climate change that’s been 
caused, in large part, by wealthy countries — 
have also gained some recognition.

 But the only time Congress has enacted 
a legislative reparations program with direct 
payments was back in 1988. Surrounded by 
Japanese American leaders, including Rep. 
Norman Mineta (D-Calif.), President Ronald 
Reagan on Aug. 10 of that year signed into law 
the Civil Liberties Act, which promised those 

interned in US government camps $20,000 
and an apology letter with the presidential 
seal. “No payment can make up for those lost 
years,” Reagan said at the signing. “What is most 
important in this bill has less to do with property 
than with honor. For here we admit a wrong.”

 But Reagan, and the law, left an ongoing 
wrong unaddressed: Japanese Latin Americans 
could receive neither restitution nor honor 
because only those who were US citizens or 
permanent residents during the period of 
internment were eligible.

 “Unfortunately, many Japanese 
Americans saw that as the end of the redress 
movement,” says Phil Tajitsu Nash, who was part 
of the Japanese American redress movement in 
the 1980s and advises the Campaign for Justice 
in a personal capacity. “They said, ‘Well, there it 
is, we got it.’”

 In 1998, the Japanese Latin Americans 
reached a milestone of their own: the Mochizuki 
settlement. Stemming from a class action lawsuit 
in the US Court of Federal Claims, the terms of 
the settlement offered $5,000 to Japanese Latin 
Americans who had been apprehended and 
detained, as well as a pro-forma apology from 
President Bill Clinton. “More than 50 years ago, 
the United States Government unjustly interned, 
evacuated, relocated, or otherwise deprived you 
of liberty,” it reads, in part. Compensation came 
from pre-existing Civil Liberties Act funding, 
and the payments were not made until all the 
Japanese American claims had been settled. In 
its opinion approving the settlement, the court 
acknowledged its imperfection: “Who among 
us would ever trade our eyes or legs for $5,000 
or $20,000 or a hundred times that much?” But 
money, the court said, is how the law “seeks to 
right wrongs.”
 
 According to figures from the Justice 
Department, which administered the payments, 
145 Japanese Latin Americans (including 
some living in Peru and Japan) opted into the 
Mochizuki settlement, even as many expressed 
reservations about the unequal sums. “We 
suffered equally as they did — indeed, when 
you think about it, perhaps even more because 
we were snatched from our own country and 
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brought to a strange land,” wrote Rose Akiko 
Nishimura in a sworn declaration included in 
the Mochizuki opinion. The decision of whether 
to take the funds literally divided families. The 
Shibayama brothers rejected the settlement 
and, having lost a separate case they pursued 
in the US Court of Federal Claims, filed their 
petition with the OAS in 2003. “Until the crime is 
over — meaning it has been fully acknowledged 
and fully compensated — it is ongoing,” Karen 
Parker, then Shibayama’s attorney, said.

 In its response to the petition, President 
George W. Bush’s State Department contended 
that the United States had “already made a 
full apology” upon settling the Mochizuki case, 
and argued that the Shibayamas had not in 
fact exhausted their domestic options because 
they did not appeal the case they lost in federal 
court. “Petitioners are essentially asking the 
Commission to provide remedies for events 
for which the United States Government has 
already offered redress,” the Department argued 
in 2004.

 Around the same time, the JLA redress 
movement found an ally in Congress: Rep. Xavier 
Becerra (D-Calif.), who introduced a resolution 
that would have extended equal compensation 
to the Japanese Latin Americans. “We need 
to do it soon, because there aren’t too many 
people living today who can tell you from their 
personal experience what we did,” Becerra said 
in 2004. But the bill stalled in Congress, and the 
last hearings on this issue took place in 2009. 
Becerra, who is now Biden’s Health secretary, 
did not respond to a request for comment.

 Hypothetically, if Congress managed to 
pass a bill giving $20,000 to the 300 Japanese 
Latin Americans who remained in the country, 
or their descendants, the government would 
pay approximately $6 million, which Nash 
calls “a rounding error in the federal budget.” 
The Campaign for Justice’s Shimizu, who 
also founded the Japanese Peruvian Oral 
History Project, says the number of recipients 
might even be lower, since some potential 
beneficiaries now live abroad. (The Campaign 
for Justice is planning a virtual reunion next 
year to conduct a more accurate census.) But 
beyond monetary compensation, the group is 
also seeking a public apology, full disclosure of 
the government’s actions during this period, and 
assurances that these violations won’t happen 
again in the future to any group.

 The campaign also wants to work in 
tandem with those seeking redress for slavery. 
“[W]e are in solidarity with and will not be pitted 
against the reparations movement of the Black 
community,” Bekki Shibayama, Art’s daughter, 
wrote in an email. “Japanese Latin Americans 
have contributions to make to enact H.R.40,” the 
congressional resolution to create a reparations 
commission, which Biden has supported while 
expressing private reservations.

 It’s unclear how far the president is 
willing to go on reparations-style programs. 
When asked in early November about reports 
that his administration was considering 
offering payments to immigrant families who 
had been separated at the US border under 
President Donald Trump, Biden dismissed the 
reports as “garbage.” Meanwhile, in February, a 
government camp that houses migrant children 
opened in Carrizo Springs, Texas, about 16 
minutes south of Crystal City. At the same time, 
the administration has promised support to 
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, especially 
after the spate of violence the community has 
suffered during the pandemic.

 But Saito, the law professor, says that 
when it comes to the human rights principles 
the United States professes to stand by, America 
“tends to exempt itself from their application.” 
She says that while the United States has 
not ratified OAS’ American Convention on 
Human Rights, Washington is bound by the 
American Declaration on the Rights and Duties 
of Man, which OAS members adopted at its 
founding. One possible explanation for the 
official resistance to the JLA redress campaign 
to date is that it would catalyze public support 
to address other moral debts the government 
is unprepared to tackle: “There’s much more 
resistance to redress for people of African 
descent in the United States because it’s so 
huge,” Saito, who has been working with the JLA 
movement, said in an interview. “Part of what 
we have to do is we have to push for redress 
at every level possible, and if we can win some 
smaller victories, we come closer to getting 
larger victories.”

 The Campaign for Justice says it has 
researched strategies to continue pushing for 
redress “in international forums, domestic 
forums, and in the court of public opinion,” per 
a statement from the organization. Still, much 
hinges on the will of the US government to heed 
the requests of OAS’ human rights body.

 At the very minimum, members of the 
campaign believe they can leave a public record 
for future generations. Shibayama brought his 
case before IACHR, in part, to tell the world how 
his family’s life had changed as a result of the 
government’s actions. His father, who had been 
a successful businessman in Peru, died mired in 
a deep depression. “The US government killed 
my grandfather’s spirit,” Bekki Shibayama told 
the IACHR as she held back tears. “I only knew 
him as a shell of his former self.”

 “I see the layers of trauma that get 
passed down to these generations,” adds Ozaki. 
“It’s not what would make me proud to be an 
American.”

 

Crystal City (Family) 
Internment Camp
 Housing WWII prisoners from all 
three Axis nationalities, Crystal City (Family) 
Internment Camp was intended to be populated 
by people of Japanese ancestry and their 
immediate families. However, on December 12, 
1942, the camp’s first internees to arrive were a 
mix of German Americans and German Enemy 
Aliens. On February 12, 1943, the first group of 
Germans deported from Costa Rico arrived. On 
March 17, 1943, the first group of Japanese Latin 
American internees arrived. The Immigration 
and Naturalization (INS) had planned to transfer 
all German internees to another camp, but the 
Germans asked to stay in Crystal City for its 
better living conditions.  Early in the war, many 
detained Enemy Aliens were fathers, and the INS 
faced an increasing number of requests from 
wives and children volunteering to be interned 
so they might be reunited with the head of their 
households.   

 From its inception in mid-1942 through 
June 1945, Crystal City housed 4,751 (including 
153 people born there). The camp’s population 
peaked at 3,374 on December 29, 1944, more 
than two thirds of which were of Japanese 
nationality or ancestry. Of an estimated 4,500 
ethnic Germans and Italians from Latin America 
were brought to the US during the war, as 
part of the Department of State’s Special War 
Problems Program, many were held at Crystal 
City. Italians arrested was far smaller group 
than the Japanese and German American 
communities; a very small number of Italian 
Latin Americans were at Crystal City.

 Crystal City’s population expanded 
throughout the war, and ultimately consisted 
of Japanese (Issei), Japanese Americans (Nisei), 
German American citizens, German nationals, 
Italian nationals, as well as Latin American 
Japanese, German and Italian, and a small group 
of Indonesian sailors.  At the end of WWII, many 
Crystal City internees were then forced to make 
a life in Germany or Japan which were on the 
brink of collapse as WWII wound down.  

 Internees who voluntarily agreed to be 
sent back to their country of national origin 
were to be considered for possible return to the 
US in the future. Included in this group were 
the American-born children of Axis nationals. 
The internees who did not volunteer or who 
were considered dangerous were classified 
as deportees and could not return to the US 
permanently. 

 By December 1945, approximately 
1,260 Japanese Peruvians were exchanged 
out of Crystal City––600 to Hawaii and 660 to 
Japan––because Peru and other Latin American 
countries would not take them back. Many 
Japanese Peruvians had to wait nearly two 
years being caught in this legal limbo before 
their release. To that end, the INS encouraged 
remaining Japanese internees to find American 
sponsors.  A canning and farming company at 
Seabrook Farms, New Jersey sponsored and 
hired the majority of the remaining internees.
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Syukueo Manabe, 90, a Japanese-born 
American, a senior meterorologist at Princeton, 
shared this year’s Nobel Prize in physics.  
Manabe modeled the Earth’s climate for 
predicting global warming.  In 1958, Manabe 
moved to the US to work with the US Weather 
Bureau (now NOAA National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration)

Cary Joji Fukunaga, a fourth generation 
Japanese American and Oakland native, was the 
first American to direct an official 007 James 
Bond film franchise film “No time to Die,” the 
25th James Bond film. Fukunaga is best known 
for his HBO mystery series “True Detective.”  

Jacqui Nguyen, APSEA Second Vice President, 
was appointed in November to the Solano 
County Commission for Women and Girls, 
representing District 5 in Solano County.  
The commission’s mission is to improve the 
economic status, health and social welfare and 
overall quality of life for women and girls of 
Solano County. 

Michelle Wu, 36, won as mayor of Boston - the 
first woman and first person of color (Chinese) 
to lead that city. A daughter of Taiwanese 
immigrants and mother to two young sons 
attending public schools and former City 
Councilor, she campaigned for free public 
transportation, a new approach to downtown 
development, rent control, and a municipal-level 
Green New Deal.  

Bruce Harrell was elected mayor of Seattle on 
Nov. 2.  He is black and 2nd generation Japanese 
American.  He was appointed mayor in 2017 
after the prior mayor resigned over child sex 
abuse allegations.  He had been serving on the 
City Council.  

Abdullah Hammoud is Dearborn Michigan’s 
first Arab American mayor. Dearborn has a 
population of over 100,000 with one of the 
largest Arab American populations in the nation.

Aftab Pureval, 39  (Tibetan and Indian) was 
elected mayor of Cincinnati. An attorney, he 
was elected in 2015 to be county clerk and was 
told he did not have a good ballot name for the 
predominantly white voter base in Hamilton 
County, Ohio.  “When you’re Asian, when you 
have an ethnic name, it’s just harder.”  

Ricardo Vasquez Cruz was released in October 
after three year detention by Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) at the contracted 
detention at Yuba County Jail. Cruz was the 
last person held at the Yuba County facility.    
California still has two private detention centers 
used by ICE - Otay Mesa Detention Facility 
(San Diego County, operated by CoreCivic) and 
Adelanto Detention Facility (San Bernardino 
County, operated by GEO Group)-  .  All three 
facilities were criticized for inhumane conditions, 
substandard operations, violation of ICE 
standards and an excessive waste of federal 
funds, on top of questionable incarceration on 
immigrants.  

Shelton Yip was appointed in September to the 
Yolo County Board of Education, to serve out 
the remaining term of trustee Jerry Jimenez 
who resigned to work for the Woodland schools, 
ending December 2024.  Yip has been a teacher, 
counselor, principal and administrator in Napa 
County and Sacramento schools.

Lillian Iida Matsumoto was posthumously 
inducted into the California Social Work Hall of 
Distinction in October.  Matsumoto who died in 
2014 was superintendent of Manzanar Children’s 
Village, a WWII prison for Japanese Americans.  
As a social worker, she cared for more than 100 
children, including orphans, after the EO9066 
ordered Japanese Americans be incarcerated.  
She and her staff packed cribs, bedding, diapers 
and a piano from Shonien (home for Japanese 
children in LA) and escorted children in a two 
buses and van caravan from LA to Manzanar.  
Born in Salt Lake City and raised in Berkeley, 
she received both undergraduate and graduate 
degrees from the UCB School of Social Welfare 
only after she successfully petitioned against the 
school initial decision to bar her from enrollment 
because of her ethnicity. 

Amy Tong has been appointed as Director of the 
Office of Digital Innovation. Her state service 
includes: Director at the California Dept. of 
Technology (2016-2021), Chief Deputy Director 
of the Office of Systems Integration and Agency 
Chief Information Officer at the California 
Health and Human Services Agency (2014-
2016), Deputy Director and Chief Information 
Officer at the California Lottery (2012-2014), 
Chief Technology Officer at the Dept. of Tax and 
Fee Administration (2011-2012), Chief of the 
CALPERS Data Center (2008-2011). 

Asian American Journalists Assn. blasts 
conservative media host Steven Crowder for 
referring to KPIX-TV (SF) reporter Betty Yu as 
having “an aggressively Asian face” while she 
was reporting In-N-Out Burger’s refusal to 
comply with the SF vaccine requirement.  In the 
October 20 episode, guest host Dave Landau 
added “I wish she would have kept her fan.”  
AAJA says “This incident highlights the constant 
other-izing of AAPIs, and the torrent of racism 
and sexism that AAPI journalists, journalists of 
color, women journalists and women journalists 
of color face while simply doing our jobs.”

Shohei Ohtani, 27, was voted by his fellow 
players to receive the 2021 Major League 
Baseball Players Assn’s top honors - Player of the 
Year and American League’s Outstanding Player. 
The LA Angels pitcher went 9-2 with a 3.18 
ERA in 23 starts. He hit 46 home runs, had 100 
RBIs and 103 runs scored.  Ohtani has played 4 
seasons in the US.  He is the second Japanese-
born player to be voted MVP, following Ichiro 
Suzuki who played for the Seattle Mariners 
(2001). 

Ji-Young, a 7 year old Korean American 
character, debuted on Thanksgiving Day as 
the first AAPI Sesame Street muppet on the 
52 year old program. “Ji” means smart wise, 
“Young” means like, brave, strong.  “Ji” also 
means sesame. Her character plays an electric 
guitar and rides skateboards. Her puppeteer 
is Kathleen Kim, 41, who has been with the 
Workshop since 2014.  Sesame Workshop 
recently created task forces to look at its content 
and evaluate its own diversity.    This resulted 
in the introduction of 8 year old Tamir, a Black 
muppet, who was one of the first characters 
used to talk about racism.  Ji-Young is expected 
not be “pan-Asian “because that’s something 
that all Asian Americans have experienced.   
They kind of want to lump us into this 
monolithic ‘Asian,’ so it was very important that 
she was specifically Korean American not just 
like, generically Korean, but she was born here,” 
says Kim.  Ji-Young will help teach children how 
to be a good “upstander.”  VP Kay Stallings adds, 
“Being an upstander means you point out things 
that are wrong or something that someone does 
or says that is based on their negative attitude 
towards the person because of the color of their 
skin or the language they speak or where they’re 
from  We want our audience to understand they 
can be upstanders.”   Stalling reassures that Ji-
Young won’t just be utilized for content related 
to racial justice but will appear throughout the 
Workshop venues.

Jasper Wu, 23 months old, was fatally hit in 
his forehead by a stray bullet while he was he 
sleeping.  His mother was driving Interstate 
880 in Oakland, heading home to Fremont with 
an aunt and cousins also in the car.   It was 
Saturday November 6 at 2:10pm.  The gunfire 
is believed to be gang-related crossfire.  Law 
enforcement and Jasper’s family is asking for 
those responsible to turn themselves in or 
for others who were on I-880 at the time to 
provide information. The CHP tip line is 707/917-
4491. A $10,000 reward is being offered by the 
Oakland Chinatown Chamber of Commerce, 
Burma Superstar restaurant group and SF 
Police Officer’s Association.  As of November 
2021, there had been 76 freeway shootings in 
Alameda County in a 12 month period.  

Elysse Versher, assistant principal at West 
Campus High School in Sacramento has been 
targeted with N-word comments online and a 
racist slurs across her parking spot on November 
5 .  Her family have also received email threats. 
These attacks occurred after she was enforcing 
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school rules requiring masks. Versher noted that 
her white colleagues enforced the mask rule 
without incident.  

Who Killed Vincent Chin (1987) documentary 
directed by Christine Choy and Renee Tajima-
Penawill was inducted into the National Film 
Registry of the Library of Congress.  

Wilma Chan, Alameda County Supervisor, died 
Nov. 3 in an auto-pedestrian accident. Chan 
had served in the state Assembly (2000-2006), 
county supervisor (1994-2000, re-elected 2010).  
She is feted for her advocacy to preserve and 
educate the general community about the WWII 
Japanese American experience.   

My Sisters House’ Treasures Shop opened 
in October.  Located at 2233 10th Street, 
Sacramento (between V & W Streets), the shop 
sells gently used AAPA collectables, fashion, 
home décor, houseware and more. Hours: 
Tuesdays-Saturday, 11am-6pm. Donations 
accepted at treasures@my-sisters-house.org, 
916/431-7941

Fentanyl Awareness
 The national fentanyl epidemic has hit 
the Sacramento community and increased 
during the pandemic. People in Sacramento are 
now dying from fentanyl poisoning at higher 
rates than firearm-related homicides. These 
tragic deaths affect all backgrounds and age 
groups - starting with young kids.

 Sacramento County DA Anne Marie 
Schubert is sponsoring a countywide “1 Pill 
Can Kill” fentanyl awareness campaign to alert 
the community about the epidemic of fentanyl 
related deaths from in large part involving 
counterfeit prescription pills containing fentanyl.

 The Sacramento County DA’s Crime Lab, 
which tests all narcotics seized by local law 
enforcement agencies, found that 97% of pills 
on the street are counterfeit. Of those pills, 97% 
contained fentanyl. The Crime Lab is discovering 
an alarming rate of counterfeit Oxycodone, 
OxyContin, Percocet, Xanax and Adderall pills - 
which are all virtually impossible to distinguish 
from a prescription pill.

CAIR offers Bystander 
Intervention Training
 Council of American Islamic Relations 
CAIR-SV/CC staff has been facilitating Bystander 
Intervention Trainings (BIT) throughout 
Sacramento and Central California.  BIT 
teaches the community about the principles of 
nonviolence and de-escalation techniques.

 In this training, participants learn 
hands-on skills about how to de-escalate a 
hate incident before it leads to violence, how 
to create a safe space, and how to support the 
person being targeted. Book a workshop at 
https://ca.cair.com/sacval

CSUS Project Hmong 
 CSUS’ Project Hmong’s mission is to 
ensure the health, retention, persistence, and 
graduation success for 1,000+ Hmong and 
other Southeast Asian students (Mien, Laotian, 
Cambodian, Thai and other underrepresented 
students.) They build a positive and supportive 
community of mentors and peers with 
mentoring and networking. Project HMONG 
focuses on student leadership, professional 
development and campus/community 
engagement through culture.  

 Project Hmong celebrated Hmong New 
Year on November 12-13 with workshops on 
history, civic empowerment, Hmong clothes, 
Hmong story cloth and the art of Lug Txaj/Kwv 
Txhiaj (Hmong sung poetry).  

 The group has partnered with UC 
Cooperative Extension to assist local farmers to 
strengthen the quality and productivity of their 
crops. 

 Project Hmong’s 2020-2021 Honorees 
of Threading the Needle of Hope honored 
those who strengthen the Hmong American 
community: Mai Yang Thor (Hmong Youth and 
Parent United), Caroline Thao (Grant Union 
High School), Dr. Pachida Lo Lyfoung (Kaiser 
Permanente), Karina Figueroa-Ramirez (CSUS), 
Dr. Mary McCarthy (CSUS), Dr. Maiko Xiong 
(CSUS), Mai Xi Lee (Sacramento City USD),Ann 
Veu (Visions in Education), Gaw Vang-Williams 
(CSUS), Cathy Vue (Sacramento Region 
Community Foundation), Bao Johri (CSUS), Pao 
Khang (EDD),  Julie Lynhiavue (T & Y Market), 
Noua Vue (City of Brentwood), Nicole Her (CSUS 
student), Brian Thor (CSUS student).

University of Southern 
California apology 
 University of Southern California’s 
apology in October atones for discriminatory 
actions it took against its Japanese American 
students during WWII.  During WWII, then 
USC president Rufus von KleinSmid refused to 
release transcripts for students who wanted to 
transfer to other schools.  USC plans to identify 
the 121 students who were affected during the 
1941-1942 academic year. 

 During WWII, the National Japanese 
American Student Relocation Council 
encouraged colleges to accept Nisei (2nd 
generation Japanese Americans) so that they 
could attend other schools.  All West Coast 
colleges except USC released transcripts to other 
colleges.  USC Japanese American students 
reported intense hostility, being shunned by 
classmates and former friends and being fearful 
of physical attacks.  

 In 2012 USC awarded honorary degrees 
to 9 surviving Nisei former Trojans after a 2009 
law required California public universities to do 
so.  

 In 2007, Jonathan Kaji, then president of 
USC Asian Pacific Alumni Assn (APAA) asked USC 
Prof Dr. Lon Kurashige about USC’s response to 
EO 9066 and Kurashige discovered KleinSmid’s 
policy that undermined the education of USC’s 
Nisei students.  Kaji’s group urged USC to 
apologize and issue honorary degrees to the 121 
Nisei who were at USC in 1942.  USC agreed and 
Kaji says that USC response is “some measure of 
justice and finality. However we can never know 
what the total impact was on each individual 
Nisi and how USC’s punitive action altered the 
trajectory of their careers.”  

 USC President Carol Folt is expected to 
confer the honorary degrees to families at the 
April 1, 2022 APAA Scholarship and Awards 
Gala and also recognize them at Stanford’s 2022 
commencement.   Anyone who can help identify 
potential honorees and locate their surviving 
families should contact Professor Richard 
Watanabe at rwatanab@usc.edu.  Information 
can also be submitted to https://airtable.com/
shrzY4TwdWSuzsh4I, or niseis.students@usc.
edu.
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Scholarships
Friends of the California State Fair Scholarship 
- Info: State Expo State Fair website.  Deadline: 
March 1.

Organization of Chinese Americans Scholarships:  
Woorijip Scholarship;  Foundation 649 
Scholarship.   Info: OCA Sacramento’s website. 

Sacramento Region Community Scholarships - 
Info: www.sacregcf.org. Deadline: March 11. 

Phillip M. Dowd Memorial Scholarship in Public 
Affairs/Administration or Political Science & 
Government. Info: www.sacregcf.org.  Deadline 
March 11

FBI Sacramento Citizen’s Academy Alumni Assn 
Scholarship. Info: https://fbisaccaaa.us3 or 
norahana1@msn.com. Deadline: January 15. 

Continued on page 19

Continued from page 18
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Calendar
Dec 22 9th Annual Martin Luther King Jr Day 
Essay deadline.  This Sacramento Regional 
Essay Contest engages youth with Dr. King’s 
legacy, vision and leadership that inspired 
the nation.  Open to middle and high school 
students residing in Sacramento, Yolo, Placer, 
El Dorado or Sutter Counties.  Info: www.
mlkcelebrationsacramento.org/2022-mlk-essay-
contest/

Jan 6-9 Thu-Sun Lady Barons: Fukubukuro Craft 
Fair. 10+ vendors will be offering fukubukuro 
(lucky bags) filled with homemade goods and 
sold at a substantial discount. 30 other vendors 
will be offering specials too.  Lady Barons is a 
basketball team affiliated with the Nisei Athletic 
Union (NAU) A division. Virtual shopping at 
https://ladybarons2025.com

Jan 8 Sat OCA-Greater Houston Advocates in 
Action Racialized Bullying Runthrough training. 
Racialized bullying based on skin color, native 
language or religious or cultural practices has 
increased over the past few years.  This training 
will help youth understand what racialized 
bullying is, how to prevent it and how to be an 
“upstander” (not a bystander) if this type of 
bullying does occur. Credit for 3 volunteer hours 
available.  11am-1pm CT, ZOOM. Info: https://
ocanational.us15

Jan 12 Wed APSEA Workshop: Author Maeley 
Tom speaking on “Breaking the Glass Ceiling.” 
Noon. Free to APSEA members. Register at www.
apsea.org

Jan 15 Sat Boy Scout Troop 50’s Crab Feed. 
Curbside pickup 1-4pm. 2 lbs crab, salad, pasta, 
roll. $60.  Scout Dash available for $10 (within 
20 miles of Buddhist Church 2401 Riverside Blvd, 
Sac.) Order by Dec 29 at https://bit.ly/3DbVtRR

Jan 19 Tue Asian Pacific American Leadership 
Foundation Screening: The Race Epidemic. 
530-830pm at Jean Runyon Little Theater 
(Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, 1515 J St, 
Sac).. Q+A will follow with Associate Producer 
Bill Wong, producer Ronald Wong, Director 
Tony Shvu. Limited amount of free tickets.   Info: 
https://tinyurl.com/TheRace-Jan19

Jan 22, 24 Sundance Film Festival online 
screening of Free Chol So Lee. Documentary by 
Julie Ha, Eugene Yi.  Tickets: festival.sundance.
org

Feb. 19  Day of Remembrance. The anniversary 
of Roosevelt’s executive order 9066 to arrest and 
imprison 120,000 Japanese Americans during 
WWII.

Feb 15, Mar 15, April 19, May 17, June 17  Tue 
OCA-Greater Houston AdvOCAtes in Action: 
Situational Awareness Workshop to provide 
tools to combat anti-AAPI hate and xenophobic 
harassment. Free. 1.5 hour. 6-730pm CT. Zoom. . 
Info: https://ocanational.us15

Feb 19, 1942 Day of Remembrance.  President 
Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 
authorizing the displacement and incarceration 
of 120,000 Japanese Americans during WWII.  
The US government arrested and uprooted the 
Japanese community from their homes and 
businesses and incarcerated them for years 
in concentration campus “War Relocation 
Authority Centers.”  

Feb. 28 9th Annual “Imagine Little Tokyo”short 
story contest deadline.  Little Tokyo Historical 
Society with Japanese American National 

Museum will accept fictional short stories set 
in LA’s Little Tokyo (past, current or future) that 
capture the spirit and sense of Little Tokyo. Info: 
Imaginelittletokyo@gmail.com. April 29, 1992 
Sa-I-Go, 30th anniversary of Rodney King riots in 
LA. 50 died, 12,000 were arrested, $1 billion in 
property damage (30-40% was Korean owned.)

May 4, 1983 Thong Hy Huynh died at Davis High 
School from a racially motivated stabbing by 
another student. 

PROTECTING OUR COMMUNITIES

TOGETHER
1-800-CALL-FBI         tips.fbi.gov

REPORT HATE CRIMES

FBIFBI

February 1, 2022 

Lunar New Year
Year of the Tiger
Fook/Fu means blessings, good fortune, 
good luck.  Fook/Fu is one of the most 
popular characters used during the 
Chinese New Year. It is often posted 
upside down on the front door of a 
dwelling. The upside down character 
fu means “good luck came”, since the 
character representing “upside down” in 
Chinese sounds the same as “good luck 
has come.”

May 22 Mon SASF Golf Tournament. Valley Hi 
Country Club (Elk Grove). Info: Evan Kanegaga 
sasfrentals@gmail.com

June 24-26 Korean American Adoptee Adoptive 
Family Network (KAAN) annual conference 
“Princeton shareBuilding Community, Building 
Self” will be held at Double Tree by Hilton 
Central Park in Denver Colorado.  Info: www.
wearekaan.org/conference


